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=APPREHENSION
IN WASHINGTON

a

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING, JUNE
1. 1907.
WEATHER FOREcAST.

WEATHER BLAMED
FOR CONDITIONS

GRADUATION

n.
10 CENTS PER WEEK

DAY.

HORSE SHOW AND
MATINEE MERGER

•

Chinese Situation is Being
Constantly Watched

May Clearings Show Falling
Off This Year

American Consul is Ordered to 'Keep
Government in Close Touch
With It.

WHITE MEN MIUST STAND GUARD

Washington, June 1.—Officers of
the
Washington
government are
watching developments in China with
undisguised anxiety lest an outbreak
suddenly be directed against foreigners. Following a cable report from
United States Consul Paddock at
Amoy, the state department wired
him to keep the department posted
on t ehsituation.

Association and Racing Club
Bee onie Due

Local Retail Business Keefe' Up Re,markahly and There Is No Cause
for Slump.

STORMY
Thunder showers this afternoon and probably tonight with
cooler. Suliday probably fair
with probably warmer west portion. Highest temperature yesterday, 79; lowest today, 62.

Vat Fall Some Fast Events On Fair
Ground Track and in Tanbank -Xtena.

PROSPECTS' ARE ENCOURAGING.

Bank clearings
Same week bast year
Increase

inREcToRs

W50.320
:573.5,
4-4
100,742

SOLVE

PROBLEM

Directors of the Horse Show association, at the meeting held yesterday
afternoon, decided to merge that organization with the Paducah Matinee
club, and to hold a four days' meet
the second week in September.
A
splendid series of races will be arranged for every afternoon, and the
horse show features for the night.
The races will be held at the fairgrounds and the program will be
made up of harness and running
events. The horse show features will
be held at league park, as heretofore,
and the purses will be as liberal as
they were last year.
"We feel that we have the solution
to the horse show problem." said one
of the directors today. "By merging
the organization
with the Matinee
club we shall have an effective, energetic organization to promote our
matinee events, an annual fair and
races, with the horse show features.
"We propose to make the event
Ibis fall a great success. We shall
"hang up" liberal purses for the race
events, and equally as liberal for the
horse show. We believe the plans will
meet with popular apprgval in Paducah and western Kentucky, and that
these meets will be looked forward
to each year with growing interest.
"We shall endeavor to bring four
thousand out of town visitors here
for the races, and think the greater
proportion of them will stay for the
horse show. We shall seek to hava
entries from all the towns in western
Kentucky, Tennessee and southern
Illinois so that each locality will be
equally interested.
"Of course, we shall need assistance from the general public to make
this event a success, and in a few
days shall put the matter uP to the
merchants and business men of Paducah."

June is the home stretch month of
the first half of the year and the
bright prospects of outdistancing
1906 that were evident January 1
and even until the end of the first
quarter, bid fair to be clouded by remarkably unseasonable weather. The
Hong Kong, June 1.—Three provclearings for May of this year show
inces are pow affected by,the China decrease from the clearings of May,
elm revolt and the uprising is grow1996. The total clearings for May
ing daily. Conservative estimate of
were $3,266,017, showing a decrease
the strength of armed rebels places
from the corresponding month of last
the number at 51,100.0. Some reports
year of ;93,598. There was no ecoreceived indicate the rebels number
YUKhN FAIR.
nomic causes involved in the failing
as high as 75,0.0.9. At Pakhoi
Seattle, June 1.—Ground was
all
off in business. Industrial condiwhite women were ordered away by
broken today for the Alaska-Yutions generally are in fine shape and
the British consul. Every white man
kon exposition, A message front
the weather is alone responsible for Puzzle—Find (ha man n the audience to whom
was pressed Into service to stand
President Roosevelt was read, in
young lady reading thoughtful
graduation essay is going to be it.
the
halt In the onward march of a
which ha sympathised with the
guard over the consulates.
record-bre
—Trig
aking
year.
n New York Press
hopes and plans of the projectors
Depends on Weather.
and applauded their f-tiorgy and
Alarming Report.
Depression due - to the weather
public spirit and wished them
Hong Kong, June 1.—Alarming
promises to have not merely an effect
succvss.
reports continue to reach here from
on this period of the year. Should
Amoy, telling of depredations by
June brighten and make a good show
MARINE STRIKE.
30.0410 armed rebels, operating south
Paris, June I.—The maritime lag, it would be sufficient to make
of that city. Practically the entire
the first half of the year equal the
strike was the principal subject
southern portion of Fokien province
getle business and professional men,
same period of 19416.. The interdediscussed at a meeting of the
is said to be 'controlled by rebels.
pendence of every line of business is Many Miss Large Number with Mr. W. L. Hale as the secretary
council of ministers today, as the
and the moving spirit
shown in the general depression. If
the organizaSituation caused by the refusal
DR. DABNEY MUST LEAVE
From Their Beds and Will tion. A new half-mileintrack
the
farmers
'
reports
seamen
of
are
has just
correct,
next
to
man
vessels in the
ON ACX1OUNT OF HEALTH.
been completed, and is said to be
fall will feel the effect of this spring's
merchant martue is admittedly
Have
Diffic
ulty
in
Replen
fast; the grounds cover 160 acres
conditions In a way that will leave
serious.
Arrangements
were
Dr. A. S. Dabney after 20, years'
and a grandstand with a capacity of
1906 in undisputed possession of the
made by the ministers to continishing Their Stock
active practice of dentistry in Padu7,500 people has aust been completed.
high
record,
until
Ue
another
OW
postai
year
and
than
passeng
er
sercah has closed his office here on acRunning and harness races will be
this, takes the lead.
vice to the Mediterranean coloncount of his health and will go to
the features of the meet. and $1;000 Over Two
Locally, bustheas Is good in spite
ies by using the naval shire Big
Thousand HogsCarlisle county to remain until next
CITIZEN
IS
CONFINED. in purses will be hung up each day.
of conditions, in some lines. Tobacco OLD
trans-Atlantic
companies are
winter. His physician has advised
heads
Sold by Association
is still hovering around an extremely
powerleas to resume their shipresidence in the country as necessary
James R. Ward III.
high market. The wholesale trade
ping.
to continued health and he will spend
in
City
TIlia Year Against
Benton, Ky., June 1. (Special.)—,
out of this city as Indicated by
the summer and fall months In ArMayfield, Ky. June 1. ISPeclal•)-1 James
R. Ward, 87 years old, the' Forty
freight' shipments at the river and
A MYSTERY.
lington, Ky. In his long practice
Last
Year
Tobacco ,plaat thieves are worrying oldest.
rallroads,..1s gbod. The banks will he
living man born in Marshall
tinchinati, June 1.—Mystery
here Dr. Dabney has built ,up a large
the farmers and reports from all county,
where he has spent his whole
affected naturally in their semi-anstill surrounds the death of the
list of friends who will regret to see
Parts of Graves county show that life, Is exceedi
nual statements by business affairs,
man whose charred body was
ngly ill of complicahim leave. He has been Identified
farmers, who are not on the lookout, tions,
hut the Increase this week shows a
and is not expected to recover. NO LIKELIHOOD OF STOPPING.
taken from the fire box of the
with the First Christian
are
being made victims. lt is just He was
church
Ryan soap factory yesterday
better wok than was expected.
active until stricken
with
prominently an4 is otherwise well
HOSPIT.1L TENT.
about time for' planting and the
moraing. Two men held on sumgrit). He has two sons and several
known. His plans for the future
plants
in
the
beds
may
be
pulled up daughters and grand childre
Melon were released and police
PADUCAH HEADS LIST
n. He
are not laid yet, but he will see what
by thieves and carried away to be Is
AN, Veal, local salesman for the Number of City Physicians On Duty
now believe it was suicide, devotthe grandfather of E. C. Copeland,
WITH FIVE RECRUITS
effect several months in the country
at Chautauqua.
used by them. The reported scarcity of Paduca
Dark
Tobacco Growers' association,
ing their energies to identificah
will have. Ills family will continue
of
plants
makes
said
the
this
thieves
mornin
all
the
g
tion. Thc coroner contends he
that 2 000 hogsCaptain W. L. Reed accepted two
There will be a hospital tent at.
to make Paducah their home and Dr.
heads of tobacco had been sold by
was murdered end will eonduct
men last night, recruited by Sergeant more eager. Farmers, who have been
the (hautatiqua and the following
Dabney expects to return to Paducah
robbed,
the
will
have
difficult
association so far this year, as
y in replacan inquest along that line.
Blake at the local office. Frank Nelfrequently.
compared with the first five months physicians have tendered their servison, of Waco, Tex., an ex-soalier, and ing their stolen plant. While J. C.
ces, some one of whom will be on
of last year when only 40 hogshea
J. B. Babcock, of New Madrid, Mo., Shelton, who lives east of Mayfield
ls duty at all hours:
NINE KILLED.
Dr. J. G. Brooks,
was
in
had
the
been
city
yesterd
sold.
ay
about
noon,
And
the improved
%ere enlisted and both will go to the
Spain, June I.— A
conditions are further Illustrated by Dr. 1.. L. Smith, Dr. C. R. Lightfoot,
cavalry. A new recruiting office has someone stole about 25,00-0 plants
railway trahewhile being switchthe fact that the 2,000 hogsheads Dr. B. B. Griffith, Dr. J. T. Reddick,
been opened in this district, at Har- from him, sufficient to set out seven
VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.
ed here, ran into and overturned
Dr. H. G. Reynolds, Dr. L. E. Young.
acres.
sold
A.
this year, have been sold at an
Wheeler
,
of
Lynnvil
le,
also
risburg,
Ill.,
which with the one rea vehicle, in which nine women
Dr. E. R. Earle, Dr. R. E. Hearne,
•
reports
advance
the
lose
of
$2
of
over
plants
the
to
prices
set
cently
out
of last Dr. H. T.
opened at Princeton, makes
were riding. All were crushed to
4
4
e0
.
11.
2*X.
S#11
.
<2
47
4
41
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4
:1
)
*egiCt
iiit24
1 44
,
41
4
2
Rivers, Dr. C. E. Purcell,
0
;100i,
year.
live
It
is
acres.
reporte
d that the associaMay be Held Next Week to
seven offices. May was a good month
death.
To 'Mr. James P. Smith:
tion may stop its sales now, but this Dr. P. H. Stewart, Dr. E. B. WillingWest Kentucky Fair.
in this district for enlistments and
The city of Paducah Is entitled to
Elect Teachers if Contracts report is not credited by the local of- ham, Dr. Carl Sears, Dr. J. D. RobertPaducah heads the list of offices with
The West Kentucky Fair associaPRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
an administration of its affairs, unficials. Increased detnand, poor pros- son, Dr. J. B. Acree, Dr. H. P. Sights,
recruits
five
tion
.
has lulled its program for its
Connellsville, Pa., June I. —
Or, J. S. Troutman.
For
New
Buildi
influenced by a motive to build up a
ngs
Keep
pects
for n yteaxevetaoinhrdlumfww
meet to be held July 4, 5 and G. and
The president's train reached
Riverside Hospital will furnish a
political machine or of rewarding or
pacts
for
next
year's crops, and an
Police Report.
some excellent sport is promised. The. Trustees Busy I -ntil Late
here this morning after a fast
nurse. Matti!, Effinger & company
pensioning political workers regardactual
scarcity
this year, are given as
The police during May made 138 organization has already one very
run through Indiana, Ohio and
less of their qualifications, and in
the reasons for the high tobacco mar- will furnish an ambulance The serarrests as follows;
successful meet to it's credit, but expart of Pennsylvania, during the
vices of all are to be free and this
such a manner as will insure to her
ket.
Drunk, 21; disorderly conduct, 11; pects to surpass itself this time. The
night. At Pittsburg the president
speaks volumes for those who have
citizens the fyllest benefits of the
WILL
CONSI
DER
petty larceny, 5; misappropriation of association is composed of some of
APPLICANTS.
walked on the platform and inso kindly volunteered their services.
prosperous times the country is now
Total Bank Clearings.
another's moDey, 1; breach of peace. the best known of Mayfield's enerterviewed the engineer alld tireenjoying. Relieving that your busiNew
York, June 1.—Total bank
33; fugitives from justice. 3; drunk
man. -The president knows al.
_
Teachere Being Examined.
ness training, your substantial interclearings as compiled by Bradstreets
and disorderly, 5; attachment. 1:
most as much about this engine,
City school teachers are today beTeachers in the public schools may for the principal cities in the United
est In seeing that the laws of theecity
breach of ordinance, 26; using inas I do,” said the engineer after
not he elected at the meeting of the States for the past week amounted to ing examined In phychology at the
are fully enforced: that recommendasulting language, 3; malicious cutthe president returned to his
It is the anschool board next Tuesday night. $2,1.57.395aeo.0 as against $2,336, Washington building
tions for linprovemimts and expend- nual examination
ting, 2: flourishing pistol, 1; malicCAM
and will take in
Routine business and the awarding 789,000 in the corresponding week
itures would be governed by such
of the entire course
ious assault, 3; carrying concealed
of ;tufty they have
of the contract for the new school last year.
lIdgment as would actuate .you in
weapons, 2; bootlegging, I; assault
FRITZI SICK.
been pursuing during the past nine
buildings will occupy the board until
your private business; that your recand battery, 1; robbery, 1; rape, 1:
New York, June 1.—Cable admonths. Rules of the schools re's
a reasonably late hour and the elecommendations
for
appointments
housebreaking, 5; detaining woman,
glee"; received today state that
quire teachers to attend each monthtion of teachers may be postponed unwould be solely with a view to effiFritzi Se-here the actress, has
2, renting house to bawdy, 1, grand
ly meeting.
til a called meeting one night next
ciency to be secured; that while you
suffered another attack of perilarceny, 3; violation of Sabbath, 2;
At the Prohibition convention at week. At any rate, the
.are a lifelong Republican and a naelection
will
tonitis, which forced her to close
obstructing public crossing
1; ar- Louisville the Rev. H. C. Morrison, be held
Oscar Cheek improting.
tive of the city, you are uneneumbeilbefore the teachers begin to
her western tour euddenly last
son, 1; Incest, 1; total, 138 .
chairman of the memorial committee, leave for the summer. The
Oscar Check, the son of Mrs. John
ed by any factional connections; that
committwasen. She Is in Paris. Friend!.
made a report on the death of Dr. .1. tee on examination
S. Cheek. 614 North* Sixth street.who
as mayor of the city you would be
and course of
are greatly worried over her conRained in Ballard County,
D. Smith, chairman of the state ex- study will make
W5s injured Wednesday morning by
non-partisan In public matters; and
recomme
ndation
s,
dition.
It rained so hard between La Cen- ecutive committee,
falling against a paling at the Longwho died Decem- hut has arranged the report. so that
believing You to be a man of the
ter and Barlow last night between 7 ber 28 last
To inculcate the habit of saving, fellow school. Is able to be up and
at his home in Paducah. full consideration of the individ
highest integrity and qualifications,
ual the teacher
GRAIN MARKET.
and 8 o'clock that one could hardly The resolutions which
s of the Lincoln building around his home.
were
adopted
teachers may he had in the board
we request that you become a candi(ancientat', June 1.—Wheat
see his hand before .tain. It resembled by a rising vote said
inaugurated a simple banking scheme
that Dr. Smith meeting. Under this plan, with
date for the office of mayor of the
the
1.02; corn, 37 1-2; oats, 47 1-2.
a regular water spout and creeks was seventyfor their pupils. In five school months
Building Permits.
six years of age at the extra teachers to be elected,
city of Paducah. We assure you a
more
were flooded in a few minutes after time of hie death,
City Engineer I. A Washington
and hid done gal- time may be required than ordinar the children have deposited in the
hearty support
. Citizens' Savings
EXPEL BREWERS.
the deluge began. No damage was lant service for the Prohibit
bank $21S. By giv- during May Issued eighteen building
ion cause Ily. to elect. President List believes
TAXPAYERS OF PADUCAH.
Washington, JUlle 1.—Preeldone but rid:Road trains had to feel In the Matte. Colonel
ing concerts at the various churches permits.
T. B. Demaree in cleaning up the busines
s
at
dent Gompe-re, of the American
-one
their way through the heavy
they have put into their school lirain also paid
tribute to Dr. Smith's time and may
hold the board until brary
Federation of Labor, today isfor several miles.
over a hundred books for refworth as chairman of the executive
the
teacher
s
are
elected.
sued A formal order of espulaion
erence and reading.
committee.
against the
United
Brewery
More Automobiles Purchased.
Workers fr
the federation.
METROPOLIS WILL PLAY
Another carload of Ford runabout
PRETTY FOUNTAIN FOR
Woodmen of the World.
The action was taken her/guarautos arrived today and were sold
IN PADUCAH ToNtimuum
YARD OF I. C. HOSPITAL.
Wagons
nenn
have
of the failure of brewery workers
secured to take
before ,they, were unloaded from the
to exclude from their memberMetropolis "Blues" will seek recar. Mr. Dan Fitzpatrick hats sold Jersey camp. Woodmen of the World,
What will prove one of the prettiest
ship workmen employed as firehis automobile to Mr. George Weikel, and members of the women auxiliary venge from Hollena Paducahe at fountains
in Paducah is that under
circles,
Florenc
men. engineers and teamtders.
to
e
Wallace
Station
Sunday
park
to
tomorrow afternoon. course
the contractor, and will buy a $3,000
Richmond, Vs
Juno
1,—The
of construction In the Illinois
particip
unveili
ate
Die
in the
ng of a
and Doyle will be In the points
auto car.
Austin, Texas, June I.—The Jury
united Confederate veterans .decided
Central railroad hospital yard. Dr.
monument erected in memory of the for the "Blues" and Braltie and Have
H,t ligt)011 SICK.
In the case against the
to hold the reunion next year at
Water*.
Murrell
,
assistan
t
chief
surgeon
of Pierce Oil eompan
late Joseph Waller, a
lease. June 1.—William D.
prominent for Paducah.
Hopkinsville comes the
Railroad Reports.
y to oust it from
Birmingham, Ala.
road, is building it, and
each
Wooarn
Haywood, (Si trial for alleged
en
June
of
Princet
the
9,
World.
The
on
JackJune
16, and Pow- day spends
Texas returned
The railroads report good business
a
verdict
today
a short time building the
complicity in the murder of forboth In passenger and freight traffic. son band will go along to furnish the deny, June labor Day.
HitilI SCHOOL CLAW OF
castle which forms the crown of the against the company cancelling its
mer (igsrernar Steunenhera, was
The Jamestown
exposition and the MeAlt. A start will be made at 10
'011 HELD A REI'NION.
fountain. He will stock the fountain permit to do business In the state
taken !suddenly ill today and it
Confederate Vet eran's reunion 'at o'clock from the hall at Third and
land assessing penalties amounting to
Stamp Deputy.
with gold fish and
plant flowers
was neci-ia.iitry to adjourn court.
Richmond, Va., tauten/ a great In- Elizabeth streets.
Stamp Deputy L. I,. Behout re- about it
1'1,623
.000. It IS a sweeping victory
Last night the graduating Class of
when It Is finished. It Is of
He is suffering from heart termcrease in passenger Irafgc, and the
ports internal revenue collections for rough
for the state.
last year of the High school had a
rock and the work is slow but
6
ble caused by exerneive molting.
inerease in freight traffic Is due • to
May amounting to $9.989.66, with sure,
Ware Infant.
pleasant reunion of the members at
the spring trade.
Little Roy Warn.
The two weeks old son of Mr, and atiimps Issued for 85 barrels of
the High School building. Over half
TI.limsTvits STRIKE.
Roy, the ftve-year-old son of Mr.
Mrs. E. Ware, Of the Mason Mil4s sec- liquor,
of the members of the class were
Wheeling, June 1—Treattestere
Fire
Departm
ent.
Rowdngton School.
Ed Sears, of 1349 South Third
tion, died yesterday M stomach troupretreat. The facility and a few vis----SIXtPOTI runs were made
et ruck tsIay
pnralgling the
This afternoon at Rossliaton true- ble, end was burled
during street. died yesterday afternoon at 2
itors were also present. ,IttefreshMerriage !avenge's_
In the afternoon
whoteasta aro fettle titiginese , tem. of that school
May by the fire department
The o'clock of dysentery and measles The
district are open- in the family cemetery. The father is
meats were served and an impromptu
Thirty-nine marriage lteensise were fires were
and express and trenefer cottipeall small except "a are on body will
ing bide for erecting• school homte. a prominent tobaccon
be hurled tomorrow In Oak
Wined during May, fourteen to col. Kentuc
musical program given.
ist
of
the
Maxnice,
ky avenne which entailed a Grove cemeter
The estimated cost Is $600.
y, services to be osiion Mill section.
cored couples.
loss of about $3,500,
ducted at the reeldence.
ZION TO BE SOLD.
Oilcan°, June 1.—All property in Zion City and all interests
of the Christian Catholic church
are to be sold under the hammer
to satisfy demands of creditors.
Federal Judge Istmlis ordered
the sale despite objections of
Mrs. Jane Dowie and her son,
Gladstone.

Thieves Busy Stealing Tobacco Plants
From The GraVes County Farmers

TOBACCO =SALE IS
RECORD BREAKER

EXTRA SESSION
OF SCHOOL BOARD

1

EULOGY ADOPTED
FOR DR. J. D.SMITH

COLORED SCHOOL
CHILDREN SAVE

BIRMINGHAM GETS
U. C. V. REUNION

MILLION DOLLAR
FINE ASSESSED

•
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN._

PURIFIES
BLOOD

•

THE

There is so other part of our physical system upon which so much
depends as upon the blood. The muscles, nerves, bones, sinews, skin,
and
other portions of the body are sustained; developed and enabled to
perform
their different duties, because they are supplied with nourishme
nt and
healthful properties through the circulation. In various Ways the
blood
becomes contaminated and polluted. A sluggish, inactive condition
of the
system, and torpid state of the avenues of bodily waste, will leave the
refuse
and waste matter of the body to sour and form uric and other acids,
which
are absorbed into the blood and Rheumatism, or sonic itching, disfigurin
g
skin disease is the result. Muddy,sallow complexions,eruptions, splotches,
pimples, etc., all show that some humor has taken root in the
circulatioa
and rendered it sour and unfit for nourishing the body. There is scarcely
any disease whicl• cannot be traced to the blood. Often the disease-ta
inted
blood of parents is handed down to children and their lives are a continual
battle against disease in some form, usually of a scrofulous nature.
Rheumatism, Catarrh. Skin Diseases, Sores and Ulcers, Contagions Blood Poison,
etc., are all deep-seated blood troubles, and until this vital fluid is purified
they cannot be cured. For all blood diseases S. S. S. is the best remedy
ever
put upon the market. This great medicine is made of roote, herbs and
barks
of recognized blood -purifying and building-up properties. It goes down
into
the circulation and removes all poisons, impurities and humors, supplies
the blood with the healthful properties it needs and completely cures
blood
diseases of every kind. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula,
Skin Diseases. Sores and Ulcers, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., because
it
purifies the blood. Book on the blood and medical advice free.

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,. GA.
MIENIIIIEEIEEIMIUMF....1011
.
.
1 011111111111111MIEINEEMir

VAUDEVILLE

te.c.leok-oalEg.ele*Ileee.asieeK,ecieeee

American -German National Bank Capital ......
........
Surplus and undivided profits
Stockholders liability

..........$=0,000.00
100,000.00
230,000.00

NEW YORK LETTER.
610011841MSBEKSeMegieesispesssees,e4tesisscsosso

it

Mr. Belasco will probably close the
house for three or four weeks in midsummer.
•

There is a persistent but unconFINE BILL WILL BE PRESENTED
firmed rum& that the Messrs. Kiaw
THIS WEEK AT CASINO.
& Erlanger heave made a stupendous
otter to N. C. Goodwin to Pia) in their
"advanced vaudeville" for at least a
.Manager ‘laione Books Several New part of next seascnt. •
anti \mei Acts for the Shoe
"Brewster's Millions," which is still
at Wallace Park.
drawing from $10,000 to $12,000 a
week at the Hudeon theater in New
York, without the remotest sign of
An unfortunate misunderstanding weakening, is one of the few really
catfsed disappointment to the manage great successes in London, where It
ment and patrons of Wallace park was recently produced. It will doubtCasino last week, but Monday a big less have a long run in that city.
vaudeville bill will be put on and
Mr. Sothern and Miss Marlowe are
continued throtighout the week. The
acts booked last week thought the returning to America from London
show opened on Sunday night, and with an artistic success to their credThe
being unable to reach ere on Sunday, it, but without financial gain.
cancelled their engagement by wire. last mentioned result is clearly and
This week the bill is: John Powers distinctly due to the miserable little
and wife in a society comedy sketch; Waldorf theater, where they were asKretore, musical act; three Heim signed to play by the Messrs. Shuchildren, singers, dancers and com- bert, their managers. Had. they
were
edians; Axtel, comedian, acrobat and known beforehand what they
"up agains-t" they surely would have
clown dog, moving pictures.
declined to set foot on British- soil.
"The Man of the Hour," with a
special company seems to have made
a big hit in Chicago. Meanwhile, in
New York at the Savoy theater seats
are on sale until June 15, and there
is a lively possibility that the time
may be still further extended.
They say George M. Cohan will devote a part of next season to appearin the Kiaw & Erlanger vaudeing
ville theaters. It seems to be the policy of this firm to engage the very
biggest actors in the country for their
competitive warfare with the Keith &
Proctor forces.
_LEANDER RICHARDSON.

SAT'rRDAV, JrNE I.

BAS BALL NEWS

I Hare to_ Stay I
RELIABLE
',Laing 1.3.otattsllahed I DENTISTRY

l'sationat League.
H E
Pittsburg
9 11 • 2
Chicago
2 7 3
Batteriee—Phillippe and Gibson;
Pfiester, Brown and Kling.

We give you the highest
class
lowest possible price.

Dental work at the

Plates __ ..... _...$5.00
Gold Cravng..-$4.00
Bridge work ..........._$4.00
Gold filling*
$1.00 up
Silver fillings
.75 (.

St. Louis and Cincinnati (rain) no
game.
RH E
New York
2 3 4
Brookjyu
3 7 0
Batteries—Ferguson
and Bowerman; Bell, Ritter and Butler.

Where Pain is Unknown.

I

I

•

.

a, a
_.

)

4

We take out your old teeth and insert new ones the same :day.

2 9 2
Philadelphia
3 5 3
Boston
--"11 12
3
Batteries— Pittinger, McCloskey
and Dooin; Lindeman and Brown.

All work guaranteed 10 years.

Examination Free.

.

THE HILL DENTAL CO.
Over Cherry's Grocery, 2nd 0 B'Way.

American League.
Chicago
St. Louis
Bat/tinges—Walsh
and
Petty and Stephens.'

55

R H E
6 9 1
0 7 1
Sullivan;

Oftic• Hours. 8 a. m. to 8 p.m. Phone 330

.i..

R H E
Cleveland
1 3 1
Detroit ....,..
.
2 7 1
Ten innings.
Batteries— Thielman and Bemis;
Donovan and Archer.
R H E
Boston
1 '6 2
New York
4 5 2
Batteries Winter and Armbruster;
Kitson and Kleinow.
R H E
Washington
2 6 2
Philadelphia
8 10
Batteries—Hughes, Patton
and
Blankenship; Plank and Schreck.
-

Sunday, 9 a. m. 1o4 p.m.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

New York, June 1.— It now seems
an assured fact that John R. Rogers,
and Minnie Palmer will be remarried
.$560,000.00
Total
at an early date, and that at the beTotal resources .. .......
...... .....$983,453.23
,
of neat season Minnie Palmer will be numbered
DIRECTORS:
among the
very prominent American stars,
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A..
Playing
in the larger cities in an entirely
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
new version of "My Sweetheart,"
Wholesale Drugs; HI A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
which in its original form was one of
Biggeat and OldentSupplies: C. F. Rieke, of C. II Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
the most.successful American comeMusette Barnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
dies, and in which Miss Palmer has
-Office Phones 369.
Residence Phones 726
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
been playing in England with unbroCampb
Buildi
ell
ng,
PeduCah,Ky.
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President..,
ken prosperity during the last nine
years. Mr. Rogers is to said for LouED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
den June IS, and the ceremony will
occur very shortly after his arrival.
That there is very general faith in
' one's mouth open won't ditch much," moment.
Minnie Palmer's drawing power as a
said Moody.
Your opportunity and your reward
theatrical attraction, Is shown by the
WatMIIIIINUOMMIINIIIIMINSIINIINIIIMMIIIMMEINIEW1
The main object of becoming a will come when you are an employer
SIM1111111111111111110W
fact, first, that Mr. Rogers, has reIt may have been overloked that
Don't forget that the old customer salesman Is to look for wider oppor- or a manager of a business with
ceived several bona fide offers from the mere retail salesman
may be a is one of the most valuable.
[unities in business. Your salary which you are familiar and in which
moneyed men in the amusement bus- good salesman.
But he can if he
may not be large, but yo uare learn- you have a pride and confidence—
Don't misrepresent your gods,
inees for partnership interests ln the isn't. He can
be as much better than
Don't dodge the "cranky" cus- ing. In the old world the salesman New York Commercial.
undertaking, and, second, that the- the average as the
best paid commer- tomer; he can teach you.
must, come with lineage and tried
atre managers in all sections of the cial traveling
man is better than the
Don't say, "I wear that.kinti of
honesty of purpose and serve his long To Georgian Bay via The Northwestcountry have urgently applied to him cheapest "drummer"
types. But he shoe myself."
ft/11 Line.
apprenticeship to trade almost withto play his star In their houses. The must learn how,
after which, through
Don't try to sully the office boy.
out compensation. Your opportunity
These thr,,, attributes of a good bicycle can be found in the
estrangement between Mr. and Mrs. growing tact, knowledge
and capacity
Don't think no one else can fill to the extent that you grasp it, is
Full particulars regaraing trip to
Rogers was brought
about chiefly in his work, the field may open wide your place.
worth more than money. Search for Sault Ste. Marie .by rail in through
Reading, Racycle and Laclede Bicycles.
TERMS EASY.
through the efforts of the wife's rela- to his ambitions.
*Don't forget to push your goods.
Ideas and use them; try them out as sleeping cars; thence by steamer to
tives, who recognized her as a valuaAll these things anticipate that you find opportunity. Do these things Georgian Bay, sent on request. SpeBe as honest salesman is my adble
adiset,
and
aspired
to
possesthe
Sold and guaranteed by
vice to all beginners. There is n? your honesty as a salesman is you , better than you 'have been expected cial low summer rates.
sion•of that part of the profits of her
other road to the broadest, most last- chief capital on which to work. I , to do them. Never mind whether you N. M. BREEZE, General Agent, 436
various tours which naturally fell to
ing success. To be honest in the full you can't believe In these goods, fin are watched and rewarded on the
Walnut St., Cincinnati, 0.
the lot of her husband and manager.
sense is not as easy as It might ap- another job where you can believe it
These individuals so poisoned the
them. Your lack of faith in th
pear, either.
mind of the young wife that -she was
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
You are not honest with your em- goods you sell will undermine you,
finally Induced to break away from
Having the goods in which you be
New Phone 481-a
her marital ties, the husband gener- ployer if you are in the position of
Phone 743
lieve, stand by them. Learn all yo
trying
his
sell
to
goods
knowwithout
ously giving her every worldly thing
can about them—about their manu
11111.11111EMMIN88•1111111111011118111h,
he possessed. These relatives are now ing how to do it. You are not honest
facture, their quality, fit, hutting na
dead and gone, and Mr. and Mrs. with your customer if you haven't
tore and pleasing possession, HavRogers, who have never really ceased knowledge of the gods you are handing this pride in those things vilt!e
We list in our directory over 3,000 subto hold one another in affectionate re- ling. prough your ignorance of
you sell, you can't help showing i
things
which
he
expects
you
to
know
gard, have been drifting closer and
scribers
and more than three-fourths are
both to empJoyer and customer iii,
closer together for some months, the you may iwindle him egregiously.
your
handling
exclusiv
of
East Tennessee subscribers ?
e
them,
repiacin
The salesmanship represented in a
reunion having been brought about
them neatly and keeping things shi t
retail
through letters from
house
mainsprin
the
is
g
of the
Mrs. Rogers
Call Contract Department No. 300.
shape. Your manner in speaking 01t
that was to the sister of her former business. Nothing would move in the
them will' carry conviction to the ex
husband, The culmination of the life place were it not for the salesman.
tent that you know about them.
romance of these two will be observ- The duty of the salesman is to sell
Out of this condition you will hear
ed with the utmost delight, not alone goods, primarily. But in selling these
your customer asking, "Now, what
by their personal friends, but by the goods he is In the position of trying
do you think as between this an
public at large, inasmuch as it will to make a profit for his house, and
this?"
When you hear that questio
serve to re-introduce one of the most in doing so to send a pleased cusit is a tribute to your salesmanship
charming and widely favored come- tomer home who will
back Store
those things in your recollec
diennes this country has ever produc- again. That still broader oppored. The new "My Sweetheart" will tunity is open, too, which will bring tions—they are invaluable as a stint
ulus to confidence.
be more highly rural in tone than that customer back, asking that the
But beware of overconfidence
e old play of that name. The thread man who waited on him the last time
There's something wrong with yot
of the story will not be tampered shall attend him
ain!
when you begin to feel that you art
What is it which will prompt such
with. but the scene is to be changed
"it," It is a weakness in Yoursel
and many new dramatic and comedy an inquiry' asks F. Oliver Quinn.
Now located at
and unfair to your fellows. It be
incidents w1:1 be introduced.
The The salesmanship of the salesman— gets
a
feeling
finally
that
you
indefatigible Rogers, whose energy nothing more. What is this salesand skill have been the making of manship? Everything that the sales- chances lie In your ability to overshadow
others.
many star players, such as the late J. man may learn and feel and know,
We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.
Cultivate the ability to remembe
K. Emmet, Baker and Farren, etc., tempered by personality, judgment,
faces
and
to
call
the
customer
by
hi
;
tact
will find himself once more in his
and diplomacy. Some pointed
TELEPHONE 499
real element in handling the affairs of "don'ts" may lead to the end of your right name. Remember his addres ;
if
you
can.
These
may seem small;
ambition—for without this ambition
his accomplished little wife.
things, but, they are vital; bumami,
you might as well quit:
Don't forget loyalty to your em- nature never will be above the ImThe roof garden period is upon us,
plied compliment.
although the weather man is very ployer.
Your tactfulness will come of you
Don't get "sore" and take it out of
much against this form of entertainown education of yourself in dealin
customers
.
ment. One of .these establishments,
with all kinds of people. You wil
Don't be familiar.
situated above the Nett York theater,
have
learned
more when you car.
Don't
let a customer stand withote
Is already open with a varied ad sucsend the cranky person home satis
it
incorpo
cessful entertainment put together by attention; show hi mat least that you Bed than
you could have learned o r
Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., and in Attila of know he is waiting.
.
scores
of
easily
pleased customers.
Don't use slang in addressing custhe advert* and unseasonablk atmosThere is a distinction to be mad
pheric conditions, large audiences ar$ tomers.
here and a difference to be reeognizee
.n attendance. Next Monday night ' Don't be content merely with obey- when
you meet the purchaser wh
Mr. Hammerstein'a roof garden. Pre- ing literal rules.
Don't forget that your salary de- knows exactly what he wants. Sel
senting what he calls "elevated
House wiring, electric plants installed.
him that thing that be insists upott
vaudeville." will he thrown open to pends upon your sales.
heaving.
There
is
nothing
inconsist
Don't
growl
at
taking a short lunComplete machine shop.
the public in
wheilr —rejuvenated
ent with honesty in doing so. If you t ,
garb, and on the same evening the cheon on a busy day.
have
had
_
a
122424
chance
N.
to
Ftourth
express
St.
your
.
Don't talk about had luck.
Phonies787
Aerial Gardens, over the New Amself as you feel, it will have been I 1
sterdam theater, will
become the
favor of something else; you need n )
summer home of George M. Cohan
argument In letting the person have
and his company in a musical comeYou'll be buying a tonic the
thing he Insists upon buying. 1 f ISSF',
dy called "The Honeymooners."
soon --probably need one he should return with aoossIble corn _
It will be well if you have ha I
W. F. Paxton.
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
A gentleman enjoying confidential
now. Brace up your sys• 3plaint,
chance to say something when the
President
Cashier.
relations with David Belameo said to
Assistant enable-%
tern with VITAL VIM. sale was made. Recall your speech
me a day or two ago: "The success
tactfully, and your next ,sale will b P
of this manager's attractions for the
Take our word for it. likely the gods of your own choice.
present *Cason la simply astounding
Keep track of the advertising mat
There's no better
At the most conservative estimate he
ter of your store. Nothing is more
will come tip to the end of the regula
sold. Fifty cts. bottle at irritating to a customer than to cal
!noir.....fed
term with a net profit of more than
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE for an advertised line and discove r
15410,000.
Of
course, everybody
that your never heard of it
ConeenOapital ..
knows that David Warfleid In "The
-cc••••.. •.
,
I. ir••al •
Fourth
re •IPTIr
$100,000
trailing IS one of your greatest a Music. Master" has broken all sorts
Surplus
Im 4 is
•
sets. Be a part of the organIsatio r:
n0.000
ref records everywhere, drawing from
Stockholders liability ..•.• ....-.....
which is furnishing you employment
-VT. • • • I WM DO
120.000 to *22,000 in cities of the
and opportunity. Remember, toe
(*Mere of Washington, D. C., where
Total security to depositors
that the store gives youu the employ.
•
lillarso,noo
no such thing was ever heard of, and
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We
merit: you must find your own oppo
appreciate
in no instance falling to obliterate
entity. You can be a half-salesman
martall as well as large depositors and accord to all
For beautifying your yards and
the awns
the high-water mark figures of other
.,
with a great deal team effort than B
courteous treatuseat.
estimates on flower beds we
stare. Blanche Bates In "The Girl of
.,.
2
-.1.l.=
required
in
being
irs MI
a
will
whole
one.
Ye
and nee you. Phone
11
the Golden West" has been directly
can get out of a position a great de i
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
upon the heels of Warfield in the
and most complete stock of
PaAiPr than you can get Into it.
!interest Paid on Time Depqnios
matter of bole office returns, and at
fitment and plants In the city.
"Courage," says Emerson, "parsethe home theater Frances fitarr in
Free delivery te any
verance, patience, are the great for
—Tile Rose of the Rancho" has awakOPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 11
part of the city.
tune finders. If a man heal th e
ened
°MOOS.
degree of interest that commtellIle* he will find himself toe lIft
SCHM
AUS
BROS
pelled the management to teld n se.
'rally
endowed to he Arerlooked b i
At
Thirdrand
Broadway
listth Ptscirtess 102.
sift torepts'isl Tim rsetny mstinerx In
4
• k
order to accouithodate the overflow.
t
ttnier a cherry tree wit

ABRAM L.
WEL
&
CO.
L
Agt.:ritto for
Travelers Insurance Co. -.

To Be a Good Salesman

1
1

1
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Ease Elegance Economy

S. E. MITCHELL

, DID you KNOW?

Ora

- EAST TENNESSE
E TELE
(a...or,
...) PHONE CO.
,

Wallace Park

come

-,

CASINO

, CITY TRANSFER CO

.

Commencing

Olauber's Stable.

Monday,June 3,1907

Mr.

and Mrs. John Powers

,r_ Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES
i

Society Sketch.

Kret ore
Musical Act.

Three Heims
Singers, Dancers, Comedians.

Axtell Comedy Act

i,_,

tonic

Clown Dog.

CITIZENS, sAyiNfis BANK
•

and Broadway

MOVING PICTURES

FLOWERS

call

Take the Broadway Cars

•

rrAttpta4

•••

•
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S
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compliment to the Crescendo club Coleman, Mrs.
charjes Emery, Miss Mars Boswell
An attractive countswith a lecture on "Modern Piano Alma Kopf and
Miss Marjorie Scott. luncheon followed the game The
1 Study, Its Technic and interprets- The drat prize,
u pretty hand-em- out-of-town guests were; Mrs. John
and interesting piano illustra- broidered shirtwaist, was
won by Mrs W. Sykes. of Hope, Ark.:' Mrs Mautions. The young ladies have issued J. M. Worten. The
lone-hand prize, rice Joseph, of Cincinnati: Mrs.
Invitations to thirty-five guests for an imported Japanese
jewel case, Franklin Leavitt, of St. Louis: Bias
3 o'clock this afternoon at Miss was taken by
Mrs. William _Marble Harriet Raines, of St. Louis.
Newell's studio. After the lecture an and gracefull
y
presented
to Miss
informal reception will give the club Jamie McKenzie, of
Lula, Miss., the
THE JUNE-TIME.
graduates of today! They and their Members and their
Attractive Afternoon For Visitor.
guests an oppor- charming guest of eliss
Myrtle
attendant satellites, Freshmen. Soph- Malty to meet Mr.
119 —223 19ROADWAY
Mrs. Osgood Ilteaeer, of 1209 Jett
Liebling.
Decker. The consolation prize, a
Oh, thanes no breeze like the June omores and Juniors, are
tenon street, enteratned very delightrepertoire
During the afternoon two rewards handsome bottle
of perfume itt a
breeze that has swept the rosy companies, leasing nothing less
full) on Thursday afternoon to cornthan will be given for largest number of case, went to Mrs.
John Oehlschlae- pliment
clover,
a week's engagement. And where hours practice by
Mrs. Charles Fisher, of Cinany
student
in
ger.
That has blown across the meadow's one dainty frock of girlish
cin
decorated
wh
The
white, Miss Newell's ;lass since February
was attractively
Mrs.
Emery and Miss Ferrituan
and the daisies' drifted stow, simply made, did duty for commence- p20. Among
wait palms and ferns. A
spesial students the were assisted in receiving
That has played anfong the tretkops, tnent night and was "best
by Mrsiprettily appointed luncheon was eerydress" for !largest number being 215 hours, with, Charles
W. Emery, Mrs. Charles Wei- eti
that has strayed the woedlaud Sundays and
with covers laid for twelve. The
various social occa- i a second of le9.40. Among
school
lington
Brown
and
Miss
Alma Kopf. table was decorated
over—
sions until the regular party gown 'students 145:55.
with Aniefican
Those receiving the The guests present were:
Mesdames Beauty roses and smilax. The
Oh, there's no breeze like the June was evolved there must be a change rewards
red and
are Miss Rosalie Warfleld, Frank Rieke, Lillie
Boyd, Clara Bur- green color motif
breeze, sweet though all the of costume for each night now,
was carried through
and 'school student, and Miss Maude nett, 'Will
Gilbert,
Kate
W'ilson,
breezes blow,
each girl in the week wears many / Cairnes, special
out. For each guest there was a dainstudent.
Allen Asheraft, Luke Russell, Thos.
gowns, the tints being rainbow-hued.
ty souvenir of alternanthera tied with
The entire 'club is enthusiastic over Leech. William
Hughes, William red and green ribbons.
There's no sunshine like the sunshine
Commencement week nineteen and its success in bringing
so
brilliant
an Bradshaw, Jr., A. R. Meyers, Mark
' which the month of June dis- seven will be marked by a number artist
Goldln brown kid two-hole tie, the
as Mr. Liebling to appear in Worten, Lucy
Ford. M. B. Nash,
covers,
of delightful social features. On Padueale the
latest
only regret being that John Sykes, of Hope. Ark.;
style.
Silver Wedditnt Anniversary.
Frank
With its golden gleam of bright-IMonday evening the Freshman se- a date
other than Saturday evening Leavitt. of St. Louis;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Hills cele
Golden brown kid Gibson tie.
John W. Scott,
ness and Us tender warmth orIception to the Seniors will take place could not
be arranged since many Louis Rieke, Lawrence
brated the twenty-fifth anniversary
Cleaves, LinThe above just in and swell tpokers.
tone,
at the High School auditorium. genuine music
of their wedding with a beautiful re.
lovers will be unable naeus Orme, Leslie Soule,
Gardner
Soft as kiss of little children, fair as Tuesday/we
evenefg the Sophomores and to enjoy what is the
and
cheap at 25 per cent more
ception
on Thursday evening at their
acknowledged Gilbert, David Van eulin, David G.
bliss of happy 'lovers—
i Juniors will reeelve at the aude musical event
of even many seasons Murrell, tleorge Exalt.
home, 320 North Ninth street. The
money.
Hubbard S.
There's no sunshine like the suteeterium. Wednesday evening will be in
Paducah. The audience promises Wells, William
$2.00 l'atent colt Gibson tie.
Marble, H. G. Rey- silver wedding idea was prettily card
shine which this month hasl"Class Day Exercises" for the class to be a
brilliant one, however, as the nolds, John Oehlschla
eger, I. D. Wil- tied out in the decorations of thel
made its own.
,iof '07, which will be held at the advance sale
$2.00 Patent tip and quartie kid Gibson.
house which were in silver, white and
of orchestra seats was cox, R. G. Terrell.
Charles K.
411gh School. Thursday evening the especially god. It is
$1.98 Patent kid and strap slippers.
probable that Wheeler, George Flournoy, Annie green. Smilax, syringes, field daisies,
Oh, there's no time like the June-lcommencement exercises will be at all the boxes
ferns and tiny silver bells were used
will be occupied, three Coleman, Hal S. Corbett,
William
time, made of happiness an.I the Kentucky theater. Friday even- being already
with artistic effect. Mr. and
ntonday kr dperial.
taken. Some of the Robb, Misses Frances Wallace,
Mrs.
Elizalug at S o'clock the Alumnal ban- officers and
honey;
Hills received standing under a wedmembers of the Matinee beth Sinnott, Marjorie Scott,
Jetnie
Then its sorrow to the backgreund, (Piet and reception to the class of '07 Musical
$1.98 Buys line of woman's gun metal
club will have one box as McKenzie, of Lula,
Miss.; Corey ding bell of silver.
and rejoicing to the fore.
will be given at the Eagle building, follows;
Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells, Grundy, May V.. Patterson
They were assisted In receiving by
oxfords, all sizes, two or three
, Ada
All the ways of June are gracious,. Broadway and Sixth street. "This president;
Mrs. Hal S. Corbett, vice- Thompson, Emily Morrow,
'Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. 'Rieke, Mr.
styles, and cheap at $2.50 and $3.
Hattie
all her days are sweet and will be exclusively for the membere president; Mrs.
James Weille, treas- Terrell, Faith Langstaff, Kathleen and Mrs. George Wallace, Dr
and
sunny—
of the alumni and the graduates of urer; Miss
Mrs. Victor Voris, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Virginia Newell, record- Whitefield, Birdie Woulfolk.
Oh, there's no time like the June- 1%7 and will he a pleasant social ing secretary
, and Miss Lula Reed.
Weille, Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Friedtime, best and blest forever- occasion and fitting finale to a week In the adjoining
man, Mr. and Mrs. 1. 0, Walker. Mr.
box will be: Mr.
Nsuthville
Wedding
more.
that Is "full-up."
of
Interest Here. and Mrs. 'Henry Thompson
and Mrs. David M. Flournoy, the lat, Mr. and
Announcement is made this week
—Eleanor C. Hull in June Lipter corresponding secretary of the
Mrs Robert Phillips, Dr. and Mrs. 11.
pincott's.
Beyer-Shelton Wedding.
Matinee Musical club, and Dr. and of the approaching marriage of -Miss C. Reynolds, Mr. and
Mrs. John ward step:, in her education
--fg
; and as coming week for a sty at
The wedding of Miss Maybelle eine David G. Murrell. One of the Grace Atkins Williams, of 610 Wood- Scott, Mrs. May lid k e, Mrs.
Dawson
Milton each of these is honored by a
land
street,
Nashville
public Springs.
,
Tenn.,
to Mr. Cope; Misses Blanche
Beyer and
Mr. Howard Edward boxes across from these have been
Announcements.
Hills,
Helen reception given at the school,
James
Robins,
A.
of
graduaMcKenzie, Tenn Hills, Grace Hills,
Mrs. ehamblin SImpeon. of DyersElizabeth
Paducah chapter, United Daugh- Shelton will take place on Tuesday taken by: Mr. and Mrs. Cook Hus- The
Hills, tion gowns are required by girls
wedding will take plaee on the
of burg, Teuu.,
Susan Wetherald, Elizabeth Sinnott, all ages.
who has been the guest
ters of the Confederacy, will hold evening at 9 o'clock at the German bands, Mrs. Edmund M. Post, Mrs. evening
This new arrangement
of June 4, at the home of
of Miss Julia Scott, at 725 Madison
Anna 1,Vebb, Frances Wallace. Belle makes the wee
the regular meeting for June with Evangelical church on South Fifth Mildred Davis, Mrs. Ethridge Palmer the
girlie
graduatin
bride's
g
parents,
from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Voland Miss Adine Morton.
street, left on Friday for her home.
Cave. Marjorie Scott, Little May Win- the primary
Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips at street. The Rev. William E.
into the grammar school
ney Williams, in the presence of only
will
perform
Miss Anna Webb Is the guest of
the ceremony
Hourqin
stead; Meesrs.Grover Jackson, Edwin quite as important
.
"Woodland," on Tuesday afternoon.
a
the
personage
immediate family,
, for her sister,
Paxton. Frank Davis, Douglas Bagby, the time being,
Mrs. Robert Becker PhilIt is the final meeting until October. No invitations have been issued in Kalosophic Club's Informal Evening.
as
she who gradeates
Mies Williams is the niece of Mrs.
the city.
Fred Wade, William Deacon.
The g;r:s of the Kalosophie club T. H. Puryear.
into or out of high school or college. lips, at "Woodland" during the abof
Paducah,
and
has
The 'bride will be gowned - in a were
sence of Capt. and
Mee, John L.
charmingly entertained on Fri- visited here frequentl
.The Carpe Diem club will be en- charming
The thin, brilliant-luster Japanese
y. She is of
costume of white net over lay evening
•
Organ Recital.'
Lt. the home of Mr. and attractive personality and is
tertained 'by Miss Anna Harlan at
silks
are
coming into vogue for chilmore
white taffeta and a white flower hat. Mrs.
The second of a series of attractive dren's best
Frank L. Scott on North Ninth than usual versatile
(Continued on page seven.)
818 South Fourth street, on 'Mune- She
frocks, aud are being acand gifted. She
will carry a shower bouquet of street.
organ recitals under the direction of cepted even
It was an informal reception has been selected
day evening.
by old-fashioned mothers
by the directors of
Bride roses and lilies-of-the-valley. and musical
Mrs. Samuel H. Winatead was given who "do not
evening and each girl the Monteagle Summer
approve of silks for chilAssembly
to
The only attendants will be the ush- Invited one
on Thursday
ursdav evening at the Broad- dren." This
guest. The house was inaugurate their story
The younger society set will have ers: Messrs. Joseph
material is dressy, yet
hour, au et-Haury, of Lou- prettily decorated eeth flowers
way Methodist church.
Mrs. Win- Inexpensive, since it
and tractive feature added this year.
a dance on Friday evening at the Wal isville, and Frank
requires less
Rinckliffe, Clar- plants and the club colors, green
stead
was
assisted
by
some
of
the
and
lace park dancing pavilion.
trimming than washable material.
Mr. Robins is the principal of the
ence McCord, W. E. Kelley, of Pa- gold, were carried
leading talent of the city and by Mrs.
out as far as pos- MeTyeire institute
Girls at the age when they graduate,
at
McKenzie.
dttesh. Miss Rosa Kolb will play the sible in the decoratio
Chamblin Simpson, of Dyersburg, front the
ns, the color-mo- Tenn., and is a man
Paducah chapter, Daughters of the wedding music and
grammar school are apt to
of superior force
Mrs. George Kat- tif of the delightful refreshments
5 cents a bunch
be awkward-- we may as well admit Lettuce
American Revolution, will meet on terjohn will sing
and intellectuality. He is popular in Tenn.
"0, Promise Me" and in the
pretty souvenirs pro- Paducah,
$1 a bushel
It—and their successful gowning re- Sweet Potatoes
Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock at before the ceremony
many
boys
having
attend.
grams. An attractive musical ane litIrish Potatoes
quires careful study.
Wallace park. It is the regular meet$1 a bushel
Kalosophic Club.
ed Mc'eyeire from this city.
A reception at the home of the erary program
Was featured.
Miss
The Kalosophic club held Its final
ing for June and after the program bride's mother, Mrs.
Graduation gowns, as a rule, are New Potatoes
Mr. and Mrs. 'Robins will visit in
10 cents a box
Georgia Rock Elizabeth Sinnott, the club president,
program meeting for the summer on pure white; occasionally, however, String Beans
features sepper will be served picnic Beyer, Monroe
le cents box
street, will follow made a charming little welcome ad- Paducah some time this summer.
Friday morning with
style. The program is a patriotic the ceremony. This
Mrs. Henry one sees in the girdle, or in a scarf or Tomatoes
10 cents each
will be limited dress and gave a resume of the year's
Rudy, 609 Kentucky avenue. It was a shoulder-knot, an expression of the Egg Plant
one as follows:
to the family, wedding party and work and outlined future plans.
11). cents each
Six O'Clork Dinner.
an especially delightful meeting. class colors. The materials may be Cucumbers
Song--"America."
out-of-town guests, The couple will Meatus. Charles Cox and S. Y. Clay
PO cents each
The Misses Cremeens•of 914 Trim- "Current
simple
Topics"
or
Paper, "Colonial Flag" —Dr. Delia leave that
was given by Miss
elaborate, ranging frotn a Young Onions
night for Washington gave most admirably the scene be- ble street, entertained with a pretty
. . o cents a dozen
Caldwell.
City, the Jamestown exposition and tween Brutus and Cassius from "Ju- 6-o'clock dinner on Tuesday evening Faith Langstaff,Miss Philippa Hughes dainty dimity to a chiffon, crepe de Greens
10 cents a bunch
brightly
chine
discuesed
or
"America
Paper. "Flag Day"—Mrs. Lloyd other points. They will reside
shimmeri
n
Actors"
ng
gauze.
an lius Cessar." Miss Anne Bradshaw, to compliment Mrs. Satterwhite, of
Beets
S cents bunch
follows:
as
Boswell.
One
graduatio
Booth,
Jefferson.
n
gown
Mary
alone no
South Third street on their return. Messrs. Richard Scott and Edwin Nashville, Tenn., who is the guest
Radishes
of
2 bunches 5 cents
Music,
Out-of-town guests who 'will be Pirxton rendered taking solos. The her daughter. Mrs. J. R. Henry. Mrs. Anderson, Ada Rehan and Mansfield; longer meets the requirements of the
Peas
5 cents a box
present for the wedding are: Mr. accompanists were Kisses Lula ieed Henry and the Rev. J. R. Henry were "The American Drama of Today .and college graduate. The many festiviStrawberries
ties
the
Drama
crowded
incents quart
of
the
Future"
into
was
outcommence
ment
Social Features of Co
.ncement and Mrs. Joseph Fleury, -of Louis- and Mary Bolling. Dr. I. B. Howell also honor guests. The table decora,
3 for 25 cents
week demand several gowns of Grape trait
ville; Miss lowna Spears, of Anna. made a delightful little impromptu tions were of sweet peas and ferns lined by Miss Ethel Morrow.
Week.
While the club suspends during the varied character, chiefly in all white. Cherries
15 cents a quart
The coming week Is literally "Com- Ill., and Mr. James Perrino, of Anna, talk on club work and its developing effectively arranged and the course
Bananas
summer It will not cease active work --The Delineator for May.
15 cents Jose.
effects.
mencement Week" from
Monday Illinois,
menu was a very delightful one.
Oranges
as it has undertaken the care of the
4,0-6* cents dozen
night until Saturday morning. No
Covers were laid for twelve.
county school house In Arcadia near
Matinee Musical club.
Apples
75 cents a peck
Charming Afternoon Card Party.
old-time "one-night stands" play the Five Hundred Club With Mrs. Voris.
Wallace {Ark, The different commitThe Matinee Musical club met on Chickens
One of the mast attriketive card
35 to 75 cents
Out-of-Town Wedding.
Mrs. Victor %ores was hostess to
tees who will oversee the work in Wednesday afternoon at the parish
parties of the season was given by
Eggs
15 cents a dozen
Miss Ada Sexton, of hike, and Mr. various departments are:
the Five 'Hundred club this morniteg,
House house of Grace Episcopal church. It Butter
Mrs. Margaret F. Emery and her sis- Harry D. Perkins,
25 cents a pound
of Grand Rivers, committee, Mrs. Henry Rudy, chair was an "open meeting" and
entertaining with her characteristic
a very
ter, Miss Mary Ferriman. on Thurs- will be married on Sunday afternoon
5 cents bunch
charm at her pretty home, 1133
man; yard committee, Miss Marjorie delightful and informal miscellaneous Rhubarb
day afternoon. The handsome Emery at 2:30 o'clock at the residence
Breedway. There were six tables at
of Scott, chairman; entertainment com- program was rendered. The club Ham
17c lb
home
at
Jefferson
and Sixth streets D., A. Sexton, the father of the bride.
Lard
Five Hundred and the handsome
mittee, Mrs. David
12
1-2c
Flournoy,
lb
will
M.
not
meet
again
until
in
October.
was a charming reflection of
the The Rev. Reuben Marshall will per- chairman; house
trophies of the games were silver
to house visitation.
springtime. The reception hall, par- fotm the ceremony. The couple Is
berry spoons presented as club prize
Mrs. Edward Bringhurst, chairman:
BE. A BOOSTER.
About People.
lor and library, where the tables quite ycung, the bride being 18 and
and visitors' souvenirs. A beautifully
library conamitee, Mrs
John W
Mrs.
James
Campbell
and
mother,
Chocolate ice cream
were
arranged,
were
decorated the groom 22. They are popular Scott, chairman
appointed course luncheon was served
. This is the work Mrs. Harrison Watts, left this week Be a booster, be a rooster,
throughout In a profusion of Crimson young people in their respective
at twelve o'clock. Besides the regusoda. No ? Surely
among the district and rural schools for a visit in St. Lou,
Be an early riser.
Rambler roses, which lent themselves homee. The bridegroom is a promilar club tables the following out-ofthat the
Kentucky
Federation of
Boost Paducah,
Mrs. Victor Voris and little Miss
it is, the way we
with
graceful
effect
want,
the
to
bueiness
adornyoung
man of Grand Woman's clubs so strongly urges.
town guests occupied the extra table:
Room Padueah.
Elsie-Eun
ice
Voris
will
leave
the
ment.
The
chandelie
rs were inter- Rivers. He is a nephew of Mrs. WilMrs. John W. Sykes, of Hope, Ark.;
serve it anyway.- It
The club will study next year the
Be an advertiser.
Mies Harriet •Raines, of Nashville; twined with branches of the roses liam Presnell of this city, an( is well history, literature and art of Greece
will make you reand
the
mantels
known
were
Paducah.
banked
le
with
Miss Jamie McKenzie, of hula. Miss.
and Rome. The year-book Is now In
Sing the chorus, and repeat it,
them, while great clusters were argret that you haven't
preparation.
Sing the merry song:
tistically arranged in vases and
flans Sc.tici flub Entertained.
"lie a booster,
Mr.
Liebling's
Coming
a
Brilliant
drank it before. It
pretty bowls. An effective touch, but
'
s
Mrs. James Campbell, Jr., Was hosSurprise Party ror Birthday.
Wear a button,
Event.
unintentional, was added by the man- tess to the Sans %tug club and other
healthy and wholeMiss (tussle Herring was given a
Join the merry throng.'
Mr, Emil Liebling, of Chieago, the tel draperies, table covers, center guests
on Wednesday afternoon at delightful surprise on Monday evenIF YOU HAVE SOMETHING
noted pianist and composer, arrived pieces and doilies, all being embroid- the Campbell
some, cool and rehome on North Seventh ing at her home on South Third street
Advertise, read advertisements,
this morning at 7:45 o'clock and
ered le -red roses, whist' emphasized street. it was a very delightful card
honor
freshing, and cheap
in
of her birthday. The guests
Make our business "Hum!"
at the Palmer House. He spent a the red aand white color and rose party with fourteen tables
THAT'S NO lAlNGER WANTguests
of
were entertained a dinner and the
Then. weeLhave
portion of the morning at the studio motif very prettily. The delightfully Mrs. Campbell
10c.
wet; assisted by Miss evening was pleasantly spent In an
Our fifty Thousand,
of Miss Newell, .on North Seventh planned two-course luhcheon carried Belle Cave in keeping
"WANT-ADV
ED,
ERTISE"
IT
the score. The informal musical.
And that'll be going some!
tereet, arranging for his recital this out an attractive red, white and -nub prize was
taken by Mrs. Will J.
VERNONE RILEY.
evening at the Kentucky theater, green scheme in the salad course, the Gilbert.
Mrs Joseph I, Friedman
When a Girt Graduates.
where he will appear under the au- frozen punch and the angel food des- won
the prize for the married ladies
Not so very long ago graduation
Nothing pleases a little man more
spices of the Crescendo club,
sert with strawberries and cream
and presented it to Mrs Maurice catne but once in a girl's lifetime
than an opportunity to act big.
A very charming feature of Mr.
There were twelve tables at euchre Joseph. of Cincinnati. The young Today
no less than four distinct and
Liebling's visit to Paducah will be his and the %lore was kept by Mrs. Annie ladies'
prize was captured by Miss separate graduations mark the upThe good either die young or peer.
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A NEW DRINK

IR

McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.

0 .#

';•inie goods here as
in other stores,
but here for less
money.

BIG PURCHASES FOR JUNE SELLING
Great quantities of merchandise will be arriving all through June.
or speculation about this business.

has been and is

being

It's not

This store has not arrived at its present stage of usefulness by chance.
There is no luck
the result of fortunate circumstances, but downright honest. hard work—
work wherein our customers
' interest

"The store
for thrifty
people"

carefully studied at every corner and turn in the buying, in

the selling and in the prevention of store extravagance. Store extrava
gance necessarily means high prices and
There is none of it here. Our way of
doing business means a big saving for us and for you.
'
We are not that kind of merchant who expect your
trade because of friendship, kinship, acquainsapceship or good fellows
hip; we do not expect ycur patronage as a right. All that sort of thing is
too ancient for us. We ask you here because it pays to
buy in this big store. Come, let our merchandise and prices speak for themsel
ves.
No warm weather stagnation here. Great money-saving opportunities
will be offered every day through June,
June Millinery ist Full Bloom.
week Is a good time to test this
thie season. Many charming styles.
vance In prices, that we own these
lay] is thoroughly ball bearing, maiHOTS' WASHABLE Slim.
Charming new creations just rebroad claim for Harbour Hats.
When you note the materials and
mittiugs to sell at.12 1ec. 15e, 17 1/1.c,
lable iron frame work, handsome oak
The cool, comfortable kind. Pretrimmings and count up theeeest you,
eelved. Inspirntione taken from New
19
and
Sec
24c
yard.
a
If
you
appreeabinet
with
five drawers
WOMEN'S WALKING SKIRTS.
There is
will be more surprised that we are
pare for the hot days that are comciate floor coolness, cleanliness and
York and Paris models, great
a complete set of attachments with
Skirts for every purpose; runabout.
not selling them much higher. A
beauty,
call
to see these matting.
ing
Prepare while the assortment
each machine and with all kinds of
lInked with unquestionable styles.
rainy-day and handsome Dross Skirts,
buying chance threw these Waists in
while they can be bought at these
sewing Can be done
If you need a
is large and varied. it will pay to
made of popular materials, plain colAlmost every day here you' see someour way at concession prices, Cs we
little prices.
mewing machine let us Rave yOU Monore and checks or stripes. The newPut your boy In a washable suit. It
!Mug new. something different and
couldn't have such stylish, dainty
ey on the beet one to be had.
Setving
Machine
Offer
for
effects
$18.
est
plaited
or
gored
flare
mod
will need laundering. of course, but
more beautiful than ever before, No
affairs at our range of prices. Linens,
ft is a Hewing machine guaranteed
els. FABRICS, Silks, Voile, PansWOMEN'S 09.1001tD14.
then the trouble is repaid by his en- e.
other store ever tries to equal them
Lawns, Lace Nets and Silks $1 to $5
ten
for
years,
manufact
ured by one
mas, Sicilians and washable muterGreat values for June selling, inhanced appearance. You Oen outfit
becauge they know . they cannot at
each
of the largest sewing machine faclate. Prices $1 to $12 next week.
cluded are White Canvas, Patent
hint in veritable tropical clothing e
our prices. Nothing else but extraA Sale of China mind .11apsneee
tories in the world
The regular
leather, Green Metal Calf, Black Yid
WOMEN'S WAISTS.
this store without greatly loosen..
ordinary italues In the very latest and
Mailings.
agencies ask $35 for it. This splenKid, etc., with Cuban or medium
your purse strings. Only r•Or now
most wanted styles could have given
We have never before had such
We placed orders a year In addid up-to-date sewing machine has
heels. All sizes, all kinds, all prices
up to $3 a suit, but the higher ericed
Harbour Millinery such prestige. Next
values in dainty white Waists as
vance; that's-w/q in spite of the adan automatic drop head, the mechanfrom 75c a pair tip to $3.641.
ones are irite dressy.
large profits and must be paid for by the cuttOmers.

Harbour's Department Store
•

North Third Street
JUST OFF BIKOADWAY

•

f

•
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SATURDAY, .TUNE 1.

(*Ruralist watched up. The same
witesieskeleslaskeek4sLotes4terta body. Usual ser%icee will be held
fate befell our ardent obeervation of
In the evening.
industrio
an
us hen, ancountered in
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
GUTHRIE—The Rev. T. J. Owen
the course of a hungry camping trip.
begins a protracted meeting tomorThe sociologica: character of all our
row evening. He will be assisted
by
eal ly experience's and
researchels
IN COUPON ATED
the Rev. Mr. Wise, of Sturgis, Ky.
LOW PRICED L(YIS ON THE CITY LIMITS SHOW THE
might
have
Indicated
journalFISHER,
T. AL
to us a
,
Presteteat•
Services will be held in afternoon and
-LARGEST PER CENT Pftem or ANY REAL ESIATE INistic cateer; but, alas, there is not a
IL J. PAXTuN, General: Bans.gare
EptseopaL
levenings, and an invitation to all is
VESTMENTS. SUBURBAN LOTS BECOME RF.SIDEN('F: LOTS
genius among. us. The paradoxical
GRACE— The Rev. David C. extended.
sulaSCRIPTION RATES!'
JUST
AS CERTAIN AS TfIE LITTLE GREEN APPLE OF THE
nature
life,
itself,
of
might
have
set
Wright,
rector.
Entered at the postoffice at Paducah,
First Sunday in the, IdeX)HANICSOURG --The Rev.
SPRING BECOMES THE BIG RED APPLE HANGING IN THE
us upon a profitable trend of thought month. No early services tomorrow. Perryman
icy. as second class matter.
will preach in the morn
TREE IN THE FALL—THIS HAPPENS WITH CERTAINTY
at a later day; but just at that time Sunday 'echoed 9:30. a. m. Morning lug
THE DAILY SUN
and evening.
UNLESS THE TREE DIES OIL THE CITY STOPS GROWING—
By Carrier, per week
10 it was only. confusing.
service, sermon and Holy communion
BOTH VERY UNLIKELY. THE ABOVE LS THE REASON THAT
We had not then learned that a 10-.45. Evening prayer and Dermot)
By Mall, per month, in advanoe.. 26
Salvation Army.
ALL REGULAR REAL ESTATE TRADERS DEAL IN SUBURBy mall, per year. in *deem-0-42 60 poet need not be a drunkard; that a 7:30. lollse Caroline Ham will be the
•
Sunday morning, Fifth and BroadBAN
- THIC IS REILLY SIN
AND OWN VERY LITTLE OR NO HIGH-PRICED
playwright need not be licentious; soloist tomorrow.
FRATERNITY BUILDING
way,
10
a.
m.;
Fourth
Broadand
PROPERTY. FOUNTAIN AVENUE LOTS LEAS THAN 10
For year, by mall. postage paid..$1.00 that a man dues not have to be an
way, 111 a. in.; Third and Broadway,
Address TliE SUN, Paducah, KY.
YEARS AGO SOLD FOR ;450,
THAT
idiot to be inspired; that Newton had
HAVE
CHANGED
Presbyterian.
2 o'clock; inside -meeting at 3 p. m.;
TELEPHONES 4435.
HANDS LATELY AT $1,500. SOMETHING LIKE FIVE YEARS
Office. 115 South Third.
Phone WE done something before he watched
FIRST—The Rev. W. E. Cave, Fourth and Broadway
Inside
7
p.
,
in.;
AGO WEST JEFFERSON 1AellIN SOLD FOR $350—THE LAST
the apple; and Frank:in was not as pastor. Morning subject; "What
a meeting 8 p. m. Meeting every night
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
SALE WAS ;1,000 FOR A 50-FOOT LOT, FIGURE THE PER
frivolous in his pursuits as the iso- Man Says When
He ()ernes to Him- except
York, rept eaentatives.
Monday. Headquarters at
CENT FOR YOURSELF. ALL SUBURBAN LOTS HAVE SHOWN
lated episode of the kite flying might self." Evening subject: "Man's
$300. New house Vaughan's adWays
130 Broadway,
THE SUN can be found at the follow- indicate.
BIG PROFITS BUT THESE ARE THE LEADERS. YOU SAY
awl God's Waysee
dition, Mechanicsburg, near big mills
ing places:
ABOVE
THE
ANCIENT
IS
HISTORY AND WILL .NEVER
We wonder why the schools everyKENTUCKY A-VENUE—The Rev.
—44 foot lot. Rents for $60 per
R. D. Clements & Ca.
Christian Science.
CUR AGAIN—NOT SO, HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF, AND
where don't drop some of the mis- J. R. Henry,
pastor. Morning subyear, or 20 per cent gross on the inVan Culin Bros.
SERVICES—Sunday, 10:30 a. me
JUST AS SOON AS SOME DEALER PUTS ANOTHER ADDIk•ading examples for the young and ject.
At the evening hour Mrs. Susan
Palmer House.
vestment. Any one with $390 to inWednesday, 7:310 p. m.; Sunday
TION ON THE MARKET DIRECTLY IN THE (PATH OF THE
guide them back to the old testament S. Feesenden
, a temperance worker, school
John Wilhelm's,
vest would do well to take this.
BEST CLASS OF IMPROVEMENTS AND BE AS s LIBERAL
at 9:30 a. m. Hall 527%
to study the writings of the only will speak.
Broadway. Public invited.
WITH WIDE STREETS, WIDE SIDEWALKS, LARGER ALbiographer of human men, who ever
CUMBERLAND—The Rev. Joseph
1600. Twenty West End lots south
LEYS, BIG LOTS AND PARK FOREST TREES, AND ASKS
told the truth: perhaps who ever McLesky,
pastor. Preaching at the
of Norton street and between 26th
THE SAME LOW PRICE OF SAY Iwo PER LOT,THEN THINE
Church Notes.
knew the truth to tell it.
Si 11
.40111 1
court house. Sunday school at court
and 29th streets. Some lots irreguSAME PROFITS WILL BE DUPLICATED. WHO KNOWS WHAT
A grand rally was held today at
Consider the youth, Joseph, who
house 9:30 a. m., Mrs. Province, sular shape and some bk. Brook runs
a
ADVANCEMENT IS IN STORE FOR PADUCAH WITHIN THE
the Reidland church on the Benton
wore a coat of many colors and
perintendent.
through corner about four acres all
NEXT TEN YEARS? DON'T GET LEFT AGAIN. BUY ONE OF
road by the pastor, the Rev. T. J.
dreamed a dream of self-exaltation,
SATURDAY, JUNE I.
for 1600-1200 cash, balance 1 and
THESE LOTS. DON'T BE AFRAID TO BET $300 ON THE CITY
Owen. Dinner was served on the
which he related to his brethren, and
Christian.
OF PADUCAH. GET THERE FIRST IS THE WHOLE SUM OF
was afterward sold into Egypt for
ground and a fine time had by every2 years. Make some one a good home
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
FIRST—The Rev.Samuel B.Moore,
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE WRITER, AvrER et0
presumpti
place with garden.
being
one. The Rev. W. T. Bolling preachConsider
ons,
the
April, 1907.
YEARS
pastor. Morning subject: "Home,
TRADING IN PADUCAH REAL ESTATE. THESE SUBURBAN
•
April 1...3895
April 16...3910 years of hard training to tit this Mother, Heaven." Evening: "The ed in the morning, and this afterLOTS HAVE TO IP:: OWNED BY SOMEBODY. BE ONE OF
spoiled boy to be the preserver of the
noon' the Rev. P. H. Fields delivered
$500. We have a Ford -automoApril 2...3906
World's Imperative Need." Sunday
April 17...3906 civilized
THE OWNERS AND SHARE THE PROSPERITY OF PADUworld. Joseph had his
a sermon. Excellent music was a
bile that we would exchange for real
April 3...3897
April 18...3908 dreane and it came true; but had school 9:30 a. m. Junior Endeavor feature of the
CAII: THINK THIS OVER AND YOU WILL FIND IT ALL
day.
estate. Foreman Bros., electricians,
2:30
p.
m.
April 4...3903
April 19...3906 Joseph foreseen the years of separaRIGHT, OR ASK SWIM ONE'S OPINION WHO YOU THINK
The McCracken County W. C. T. U.
can tell you all about this machine.
TENTH STREET — The Rev.
KNOWS. DON'T GET LEFT AGAIN.
April 5...3893
April 20...3935 tion from home and kindred, of
held a convention today in the lectWe would make a bargain all cash
George
H.
pastor.
Farley.
Morning
April G _3892
ure room of the Broadway Methodist
April 22...3987 slavery and imprisonment through subject:
price.
"The Four Square
Man." church. An excellent
which
must
realizatio
he
pass
the
n
to
program
April 8...3900
was
April 23...3896
of that dream, he would have been Evening subject: "The Christian— given. Mrs. Susan Fessenden, of
April 9...3941
April 24...4097
12,000. Two-story eoroom
new
more modest in its early interpreta- The Antitype."
Corbin, Ky., was present and delivApril 1'0...3999
April 25...4115 tion.
house on the easy monthly payment
ered an address. Tonight she lectDUN'S
REVIEW
.
April 11...3940
April 26...4119
plan, 2100 Cash. balance $1.5 per
Baptist.
It's a long, hard way to the end of
ures at the Mechanicsburg
MethoApril 12.. 3965
month, 6 per cent interest, west end
FIRST—The
April 27...4125 the rainbow.
•
iRev. Calvin
M. dist church, and tomorrow afternoon
2tith street between Jackson street
Aspiration calls us through a maze Thompson, pastor. In the absence she will speak at the lecture room of SHOWN IN TOBAC4'
April 13...4012
April 29...4155
0 RECEIPTS
of the pester the Rev. G. L. Ellis, of the Broadway Methodist church,
April 15...3910
April 30...4132 of years and tears.
New York, June 1.—The weekly and Watts boulevard, west side of
FOR MONTH OF MAY.
and
The 'higher the hope, the steeper Martin, Teun., will preach in
the in the evening will deliver an address
Total
trade report of R. G. Dun and com- 25th street, 60 foot lot, faces Hughes
103,237
morning.
the ascent.
park. good home buying opportunity
the
at
Kentucky
pany follows:
Presbyter
Avenue
ian
Average for April, 1906
4018
The dream of Pharaoh's butler, we
NORTH TWELFTH STREET — church.
At some points the last week of for some one wanting good home on
Average for April, 1907
3971 are told, required only three days for The Rev. J. R. Clark, pastor.
easy payments just outside of city.
Owing
The Woman's Home Mission soci- Year's Receipts on Local Market Al- May brought pronounced
improvefulfillment. That is the differenee be- to the absence of the pastor the Rev. ety, of the Trimble Street
most Double Those of 1906ment in commercial activity but the
Methodist
47 tween the dream of a butler and the J.°11. Stewart will preach In the eve- church, will meet Monday afternoon
1"or Week.
$2•50. Easy payment lots on the
holiday retarded recovery and proPersonally appeared before me, dream of a Joseph. Pharaoh called ning. Sunday school at 2:30 o'clock at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. J.
gress is slow. Manufacturing plants North Side Addition just west of Oak
M. Genthis May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- the former to be a servitor. He called in the afternoon.
try, 1002 Trimble street.
are producing at full capacity in most Grove, $141 cash, balance $1
per
SECOND—The Rev. L. G. Graham,
eral manager of The Sun, who at- Joseph to be a ruler.
The Junior Endeavor society of
industries orders covering output far month. Good way to save money
Full of encouragement for the pastor. Regular services will be the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
Tobacco
receipts
local
on the
mar- into the future.
firms that the above statement of
whether you need a lot or not. Coryoung must be the study of this held tomorrow.
were 1140 hogschnrch gave a picnic at Wallace park ket during May
ner lots $3100 each. No Interest If
the circulation of The Sun for the young man's biography
Current
transacti
ons
In
iron
and
; for these
today. Next Sunday the regular heads, as compared with 926 hogs- steel
industry are of comparatively payments are made when due.
month of April. 1907, is true to the graduates must all pass through a
children's day exercises will be held,' heads during May, 1906. Receipts for little
German.
—
significance owing to the enorbest of his knowledge and belief.
period of slavery—the bondage of
the
year
were
nearly
double.
The
EVANGELICAL— The Rev. Wil- It will consist of a literary program.;
$900.
mous
tonnage
Farm
of
on the monthly paybusiness,
under
irksome
conduty—yes
monthly
,
and
perhaps,
report
of Inspector E. R.
PETER PURYEAR,
liam Bourquin. pastor. Morning sub- The picnic for the Sunday school wilt
tract that will maintain activity far ment plan, 50 acres of creek and hill
under the brutal lash of stern neces- ject:
Notary Public.
"Yield Not to Temptation." not be held until July 4, the regular Miller in hogsheads follows:
into the future, some sales covering land out of the Koeiner 'Tennessee
sity. They are to be thrust into evening
My commission expires January
This Yr Last Yr the output
subject: "Bravery." Chil- date.
of mills for all of 1908, river farm in Marshall county, about
prison; for what is prison but limit dren's
Receipts
month
1140
chorus in the morning.
926 yet net orders
22, 1908.
are constantly appear- four miles heir Birmingham, Ky.
f opportunity?
Year
4369 2535
LUTHERAN—Usual services will
Your Summer Outing.
ing. The output of pig iron is prob- No river front, no buildings, no
It's the way we maite the best of be held by the Rev. Paule
Sales
month
1409
627
Bente.
If you are fond of fishing, canoeably beyond all precedent. Movements cleared lan& timber alone will be
Daily Thought.
he situation that shortens our term German in the morning
3270 1697
and English ing, camping or the study of wild an- Year
••
of ore are so heavy that congestion worth the whole amount by the time
"Kindneet; is the wen of divine kin. f servitude. It's contentment that at night.
Shipment
s
month
788
578 occurs
imals look up the Algonquin National
at lower lake ports. Increased the land is paid for. Buy this and
ship."
forever bars the way of egress.
In
2577 1694
park of Ontario for your summer out- Year
difficulty in securing deliveries is have the farm ready for you when
the absorption of interpretating the
Stock
on
1197
sale
1048
ing.
A fish and game preserve of 2,Methodist.
noted In the cotton goods industry. you are ready for it.
, •dreams of others, don't forget your
COMMENCEMENT.
Sold
746
311
BROADWAY—The Rev. W. T. 000,000 acres interspersed with 1,most mills being 'sold so flyi ahead
During the next fortnight thou- 'own dream; and beyond and above
On
hand
1943 1359
Bolling. pastor. Morning subject: 200 lakes and rivers is awaiting you,
that buyers are apprehensive regardsands of young men and women will .all, don't neglect to bespeak a good
$490. New Mechanicsburg two"Die Thyself No Harm." It is the offering all the ettractlens that. Naing eupplies, which prevents a high room house
be graduated from our institutions of word from the butler.
near Yelser avenue and
Weekly
ture
can
bestow.
Report.
Nlagnefice
nt canoe
baccalaureate sermon for the gradlevel of prices from having the natu- Mill street,
learning, equipped, as they feel, for
Then when the summons comes, uates
4,0 foot lot, well; $51)
trips. Altitude 2,000 feet above ,ses.
The
of
the
report
High
for
school
week
the
and
is:
they
will
ral
effect
of producing conservatism. cash, balance
some great mission, even as did .that ' ress and go hastily; for Pharaoh is
$6 per month, 6 per
attend In a body. Usual service in level. Pure and exhilarating atmos- Receipts week
young mare.Moses, 3,500 years ago, in opportunity that will not wait.
258 As to woolens, last week witnessed cent interest. 'House rents
phere. Just the place for a young man year
for $5
the
evening.
when he undertook the emancipation
4369 the opening of important lines of Per month. Buy it and
tenant will
Epviorth I.eague, Sunday evening. to put in his summer holidays. An Offerings week
staples,
but
at
such
irregular
of Israel by killing the first Egyptian
prices nearly pay for it for you.
169
At Washington they regard Cairo Prof. E. G. Payne, leader. Subject: Interesting and profusely illustrated year
he observed abusing his kinsman. ,
886 that the trend of the market is not
s a suburb of Paducah, and will con "A High Standard." Prof. J. W. descriptive publication telling you at Rejection
s
Moses, we believe, was banished for I
16 established.
1690. Seven Mechanicsburg .444
ider the president's stop there a Payne, Miss Caroline Ham and Mies about it sent free on application to pr. 6a
salm
ertg
40 years in the wilderness, complet- ,
368
Robinson
W.
foot lots, $541 cash and $141 per month
,
506
kit to Kentucky.
Building,
Park
Nelia
Hatfield will sing,
Pr.
big his education by tending sheep,
274
Too many people know a lot of buys
all of them. You can by acceptTHIRD STREET The Rev. Peter Pittsburg, Pa.
!Sales week
before he was allowed to renew his
427 things that are none of their busiing this proposition be buying seven
H.
Fields.
pastor.
No
services
Year
will
"0!
What is so rare as a day in
great work of deliverance. Moses
3272 ness.
lots for only $1•0 per month. No
FOR SALE--•sitAND NEW SEVEN
Tune?" sang the poet. It'll be appre- be held at the church. In the evenwas a man of destiny, al: right, but '
trouble to save up $10 per month
hie period of probation did not lie l iated. We have been &king them ing the protracted meeting will begin ROOM HOUSE, NEVER CSICUPIED.
and own these lots.
at the tent on South Fifth street be- BATH, HOT AND COLD WATER.
in the great cities of Egypt with their Iraw for a month.
tewen Adams and Jackson streets. MONROE BFTWEEN 14TH AND
libraries and schools, and society and
The Rev. L. L. Pickett, of Louisville, PAYMENTS. 1,11,LIAHTI D. SAN$1.900. Lot 841x1,50 feet to alley,
pleasures. It is difficult for the finite
Some men are so deft fingered
will have charge of the music and DF:RS. PHONES 765.
north side of Trimble street between
mind, perhaps, to grasp the relation 1 hey can
roll a cigaret with one hand. the
Rev. Mr. Fields will be assisted
between herding sheep arid writing i nd
Ninth and Tenth. Half cash, good
ye never advance beyond that
by the Rev. J. B. Harris and the Rev. ..n'YOT.I DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
the foundation of the civitlaw for all I ccomplish
neighbors, brick walk, car line.
men t.
Mr. Smiley.
Every doge makes you teeth...Um
ages; but Moses learned some things
Lax- Poo
TRIMBLE STREET—The Rev. G. keeps your whole insides tight. Sold on the
In the desert of Sinai they did not
$3.1 10. Acre of ground between
Some
men's
money-back
tobacco
everywnere.
plus
bele
Moe
would
50 cents.
W. Banks, pamtor.
teach in the High school at Thebes. I
Morning subHinklevitle
road
and
Jefferson
tire
the
family
washing done.
ject: "The Value of Secret Orders.'
Ah, well! We all have had our
street. Half cash.
Illinois Central Hospital.
If you know a good thing when you see it, you will find all
The sermon is especially for the
ireams. We still dream. Pity the
iarkened soul that has no star burnWith the prospect of good races Knights of Pythias who will meet at Illinois Central hospital, according
$904). Five acres level land covthis music worth double the price we ask for it. Never
ng for It in the sky of hope. But we 1 ext fall in addition to the horse their hall at 1-0:15 o'clock tomorrow to the month's report:
ered with trees, on Hinkleville road
Patients
May
1
29
Pt that star guide us now. We got a how the Purchase re-establishes her morning and march to the church in
again do you get these pieces at such a
Just east of C. C. Lee's country
Admitted
70
price.
lard fall on
trying to guide the I osition in -Kentucky.
home. One-third cash.
Discharged
In three
72
itar.
1114111111.414Elellimoli
years a lot out of this land will be
Patients June 1
27
It's a nerve-racking businees, this .
'ART THOU FOR I'S, OR FOR OUR
worth as much as a nacre now.
—finding out just wilbit great mission
A DVERSAR I ES?"
HOT AIR TREATMENT
n life we are called to perform; and
The friends of Hon. Augustus E
•
At Harbour's Department Store.
$5410. Seven acres, house, fruit
he task is made no easier by the ,
t.'illson. whose acceptance by all elftrees, five miles from Paducah near
lort of copy we have set before us in f
i Has Proven Its Worth in the Treatents of the party in Louisville, his
Mayfield road. Bargain as small
he school room--"sarnplee" of great- I
ment or All Diseases.
ome, makes him the logical cand1poultry farm. Cash.
ices, as it were, stingy strips torn off t
•
I
am using, in connection with the
ate for governor on the Republican
he lives of famous men, for all the t
Osteopathic treatment, the Dry Hot
icket. may well inquire the meaning
world like the samples of silk In the e
$1,250. 2e1 acres, house, land
Air treatment, and the great surwet eent home for mother's selection. t f the movement under the surface
nearly all cleared, Olivet church road
o secure uninstructed delegations
ceases achieved with it demonstrate
knecdotal biographies
five miles from Paducah. Cheap at
of George f
its efficacy,
Vaehington. Oliver Goldsmith. Edgar etom counties in the First congresthe price. All cash. No discount.
tonal
district.
Willson
is
the strongIn one form or another heat has
111en Poe, William Shakespeare, et al. e
st
candidate
in the First district. A
been employed in treatment of disire excellent reading for a winter's f
$7.400. 123 acres close to Padatight, but they are extraordinarily rew months ago it was anybody's
• ease from the earliest times and In
cah. Handsome profit can be made
ace,
hut
the
others
stood
off,
while
iiscouraging just at ope crucial 1
every part of the world, but, Its use
by cutting this land up in
small
teriod in life. Somehow in our youth t r. Willson made manly overtures.
has become more general in later
tracts
of from one acre up. One.outsville
theme
hint from among the
re acquired the habit of etudying r
years than ever before—simply bethird cash. Will bear the closest in:Pith'', from a psychopathic point of a eceptive, and then western Kentucky
* cause its applicatio
THE DARTMOUTH
•
vestigation. Near Benton road.
n and uses have
'Jew. It setned to ns like some rare ccepted him. Naturally his friends
A NEW SUMMER COLLAR.
become
better
known.
•ish
him
to
receive
instructi
the
ons
lierease with well defined symptoms. c
We have a better understanding
2 for 2.U.
$560
Jefferson street lot, North
ind we caught ourselves indulging a a f the delegates. .1'04 as naturally
nd
• of the physiological
Side, between 12th and 14th streets.
logically all the friends of fair
laws
tropensity for introspectton. vainly
upon
Note the wide front of this
40 foot
Only lot at the price on
which the treatment is based, and
retching for the development of r lay wish the delegation to be inWe place on sale for Monday sand lues
collar. It is one of the mos'
Jefferson street east of Fountain
ome telltale ideettynerasy that would a tructed for somebody.
have greatly improved the mechanical
popular collars that have been
day, June :i and 4, a lot of
As we said in reference to our
even tie.
ndicate beyond doubt the bent of our
apparatus employed until now It Is
put out lately. It is worn with
a wn county a few days ago, the only
;entitle
one of the most useful means at our
the paddle end--a wide end
Newton, we learned, discevereil 1 ay the delegation to the state con$350. Mayfield road 40 foot lot.
disposal for the treatment of disbow tie and is very bandhe law of gravitation by watching ‘Iention can convey the will of their
--just west of Metser Addition.
ease.
Fine
n apple fail. The steam engine was eonstituency Into the convention, is
lots, 141 minutes from I. C.
We show a great many very
The treatment is stimulating to
shops
o
carry
their instructions with them.
volved from the principle of the tea- t'
and new car line; $25 cash, balance
new styles in summer collars
the whole system, every organ and
It is no shibboleth of Republicanettle. Great things befell by chance.
$10 per month. Lots In same
--collars made with an eye to
addifunction,
and when used with the
lreat men were lucky. We had erten 11 m to be for Mr. Willson. There are
tion a little off tge Mayfield
comfort during hot weather.
road
Osteopathic treatment forma the most
torthiesm tramps engaged In an (wen- II ts of other good men in the party.
from $150 to $250 each.
Prece 2 for 25e.
rational cure in all sciences.
ation not apparently different from )ny Republican has a right to be for
Today and tomorrow, note
lowton'm when he established his a fly candidate that suits him, and we
Especially are the treatments inthe *new styles in Summer
WO. Harrison street 401164 1 foot
Met scientific law; but the tramps " all not abuse him for his choice.
dicated in all ditiesses incident to the
shirts in our windows— the
Iota. North Side between
13th and
They
come
in
ecompliehed
11 we ask is that he he for that man,
both
embroide
nothing noteworthy. )
ry
and
season,
'lace
spring, tired, worn out and
pin dot and shaded spots—
14th, $50 cash, balance $5 per
month
Ve had ourselves emulated Newton's ao into the convention and seek to
something new and dainty
run down conditions, malaria, stomtrimmed and are worth a great deal more
Good colored settlement or place
for
xeniple to no purpose. We believe get intatructionto for him, and let the
ach,
liver and bowels, and In asthma,
renting houses
S1.50
money. There is a window full of these
t that time we were smoking a pi
convention choose which candidate
Also the sets of ties and
rheumatic, and nervous conditions.
a•Ing armilred the praettme In en rip for. Then let that candidate for
handkerchiefs to match —
garments and you will see at a glance the
headaches, lumbago and neuralgia.
$160. Rowlendtown 60 foot
Iron to cultivate the artistic tern- ti O ornination, who is the choice of
lots
the proper things this sum--$10
I
cash, balance $6 per month.
should
be
pleased
to
erittne.ne At another period, moved II e most Republicans at the convengood
you
have
value
are
we
offering.
•
mer
50c each
Some lots at $200.
consult me at any time, and tell you
y the divine pnssion to pour forth tl n, be indorsed.
just what Osteopathy will tin In any
ur soul in meter, and hoping thus to
News reports indicate that MineRroadwar, No. 2402, $2.500,
ropltinte the -muse. we treepatoted on body Is trying to trick the friends of
ellerific case. It as dose much for
$1000
lose wanton pastimes, which to- a11 the candidates Into mending un(mak ba'ance easy. 5-room
Paducah riople you knew well, to
house:
lance has ascribed to the literary It atructed
fine condition, 2 porches,
delegate,. That someleime
415,
01
nswa
lir
itai
O ia whom I shall gladly refer you, at any
hall, good
KW
II y shoOldvorne out in the open
stable, throe hydrants. Lot
time.
•
72x165
we watched the tipple a whale a Ad tell the rahlt and file of the per
N
ir.--•••••-••••••-ft.
to
IOW; Shads trees;
D. G. R. FROAGE Phone 1497, 516
southwest
d of them, a suspicious lig* tj what be Is OW.
rorner, rhea neighborhood.
Broadway.
rgiii..411-1101.1111'411111.4
Well
worth the Money.
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Real Estate Profits
Whittemore's
Money Made in Paducah Property

Real
Estate
Bargains

borTs

BIG INCREASE

SHEET MUSIC FOR THE PIANO
At 2c, 31c and 10c a Copy

D. E. WILSON, the Book and Music Man

I

I
1

Monday and Tuesday
At the

Racket Store

Ladies' White Underskirts

1
1
1

At 98 Cents for Choice

Purcell C? Thompson

ogir

.

eleeteetewir
*O.

•
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route to Owensboro, whore he bas
accepted a position on the Owensuoro
Meesenger.
Mr. P. E. Stutz has returned from
the Jamestown exposition. Mrs. Stutz
and children remained to visit in
Vii ginia.
Miss Hopkins and Mr. Coburn
Mrs. P. G. Reed, of North Sixth
Circuit Court.
sanedowAY
stneet, has returned from a two
Marry June N.
•Ileurietta Cushman against Lu'
Mr. and Mrs. James E. English an- months' visit to her son. Dr. William
White, executrix of Fred A. Hunter.
nounce the engagement and approach Reed, and daughter, Ma, Charles amended
judgment filed. It sets aside
ing marriage of niece, Monima Stu- Scott, at Kansas City.
the adjudication of property to the,
Mrs. John S. Cheek, 314 North plaintiff
art Hopkins, to Mr. Craig M. Coburn,
who prayed and appealed to
of Memphis. The wedding will take Sixth street, arrived home this after- the court
of appeals, and which was
place June 8 at 5 o'clock in the after- noon after a two weeks' visit to her granted.
noon at the home of Mrs. Fred Rudy, father at Madisonville. Ky.
Harth Bros. Grain company against
Mrs. C. H. Fowikes and Mrs. Otho the
215 Fountain avenue. It will be a
Continental Insurance company.'
Fowlkes,
of Dyersburg, will arrive judgment
quiet home wedding with only the
for additental
insurance
family present. The Rev. David Cady today to visit the formeres mother, entered with, a mandate from the
We are going to show on this day a line
Wright, rector of Grace Episcopal Mrs. Alice Hawkins, of Ninth and court of appeals, authorizing the
andiClay streets.
church, will perform the ceremony.
judgment.
of dress goods, mohair., checks, fancies
Mesdames Ve, L. Yancey and EdMiss Hopkins is an attractive
Hesper Loving against
Marion,I
talented girl of much charm of per- i ward Thompson went to Hopkinsville Price and Annie C. Price, judgment!
sonality, mentality and sweetly grac- i this morning to visit.
for $63.65 and the sale of property.
bus manner. She belongs to one of .Mrs. Remus Carter. of 513 South
A. 1.. Newman against J. L. Hari:
Sixth
street,
is
convalescent
the oldest and moat prominent famafter an son, judgment for $38.52 and sale ot
ilies In Paducah, and one prominent attack of the grip.
property.
Miss Ruth Cochran, a nurse at
in upper Kentucky from which section her grandmother, the late Mrs. Riverside hospital, left this morning
In Bankruptcy.
Scott McNary, came. She has grown for her home in Louisville to spend
Roscoe Reed was appointed trusup in Paducah where she has a wide her two weks' vacation.
tee of William Chambers. bankrupt.
Referee in Bankruptcy E. W. Bag- whose liabilities amount to but ;Nu
circle of friends.
Mr. Coburn is the assistant super_ by went to Murray this morning to with no assets other than exempted
intendent of the Memphis Asphalt attend a first meeting of creditors property.
Paving company and is a young man in the bankruptcy case of James A.
of superior business qualifications Lovett.
Juvenile Court.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Coolidge, of
and fine character. His father Is the
Fred Kartee who confessed
to
THESE
LETTERS STAND FOR superintrndent of the Memphis As_ Memphis, Tenn., will arrive Sunday County
Judge R. T. 1.ightfoot to
BOYS' AND GIRLS' Call.
and
Mrs.
Visit
Coolidge's mother. stealing a bushel of onions front Hall
phait Paving company, and both
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
father and son were in Paducah last Mrs. Leslie Soule, on North Fifth & company produce merchants, was
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
/
2
fall for some time In connection with street.
given sixty days in county jail.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Mrs. Sam Fowlkens of Dyersburg,
made many
-At a meeting of Evergreen Cir- Wili Be Organized My MIMI Hemen- work done here, and
friends during their stay. The fam- Tenn., arrived today to visit Mrs. C.
cle, Woodmen of the World, last
Deeds Filed.
way in Connection With
ily is of English descent and Mr. Co- H. Hawkins, 930 Clay street.
night Mrs. Mike Iseman made a
A. J. Quarles, et al, to F. M. McChautauqua.
Mrs. John U. Robinson returned to- Glathery, property in Littleville, $4,burn is an only child. He met Miss
lengthy report on the national conday from a visit to her sister at 600.
Hopkins while here last year.
vention at Norfolk, Va., held this
The couple will leave immediately Clarksdale, Miss. She was ticcompamonth.
Thomas E. Lewis to Laura Weille.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozMemphis, tiled home by her niece, little Miss property on Plunkett street, $1 and
Every boy and girl in Paducah can after teh ceremony for
Frances Gibson.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
other considerationa.
be "talent" this year on the chautau- where they will make their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Gregory and
-Carbon paper that gives entire qua. How? By Wising the Bojys' and
J. H. Reliance Ao K. W. Wallace,
son, Willis Robins Gregory. of Chi- property in the Worten South Side
satisfaction, and every sheet guaran- Girls' club under the direction of
Pony Chorus Picnic.
cago, are the guests of Mrs. Gregory's addition, $825.
teed is the Webster Mull Copy Car- Mists Hemenway. The club will meet
The "Pony Chorus" of "The Travbon, handled only by R. D. Clements every morning at 8:36 In th0 pavil- eling Man" entertained some of their aunt. Mrs. E. B. Richardson, 330
W. A. Hogan to J. B. Richardson,
property on Jefferson street, $300.
& Co. Phone 436.
ion, and on the last Saturday of the friends with a picnic supper at Wal- South Third street.
Mrs. Emmet Burnett returned to
-James Albritton, colored, 39 chautauqua will give a program ow lace park on Friday evening. They
T. .1. Stroud and wife to Henry J.
a Theobald, property in Fountain park
years old, died last night of a com- drills in the auditorium and games in were chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Dallas. Texas, last night after
Incerperated.
plication of diseases at 1236 Harri- the pavilion. We want every boy and Cook Husbands and Mrs. David Van pleasant visit to his father, Mr. W. addition, $30.0,
son street, and will be buried tomor- girl to wear the "red, white and Cutlet. It was a very jolly evening and H. Rieke, 171,0 Kentucky avenue.
•Mr. Charles Yarbrough has returnrow In Oak Grove cemetery.
blue" badge. The "reds" will include the party Included: Misses Lucyette
County Court.
-City subscrebere to the Daily boys over 12, the "white," girls over Smile, Julia Dabney. Elsie Hodge, Sa- ed from a week's stay in Paducah.County Judge R. T. Lightfoot will
WANTED-sA colored boy as driver
-Sun who wish the delivery of their 12, and the "blues"
call his quarte'rly court docket Monfor our delivery wagon.
the boys and die Smith, Claire St. John, Gladys -Co- Nashville Banner, _
.
L. B.
Mrs. Edmund M. Post and Miss day morning.
papers stopped must notify our col- girls under 12. This organization burn. Martha Cope, Helen Van MeOgilvie & Co.
lectors or make the requests direct will be a special feature this year, ter; Messrs. Jim McGinnis, Salem Mettle Fowler will arrive home this
Anna McFati) waived the right
WANTED-For U. S. Army: Able.
to The Sun office. No attention will and one which will do much toward Cope, 'Henry Henneberger, Tom Co- evening from Dawson, where they and J. W. Riglesberger qualified as
bodied unmarried men between age
be paid to such orders when given malting the success of the chautau- burn, George Wallace, Edward Cave, have spent the week.
administrator of W. J. McFall]. of 21 and 35; citizens of United
'to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
qua. The motto of the club is "Loy- Van Meter Wiebrant, David Yeiser,
A. L. Butler against Mildred
Mr. G. E. Dunlap, of the RhodesStates, of good character and temEAT
at
Whitehead's
-Contractor F. W. Katterjohn alty. Order and Truth." Loyalty to Jr.
restaurant.
Vaughan
Vernon,
Judgment
correctBurford Furnitere company, has rehas become an automobile enthusiast, the chautauqua and our comrades:
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- perate habits, who can speak, read
signed and accepted a position
as ing the title of property.
and write English. For informatioll
and purchased a Ford runabout Order in the auditorium and on the
cles. 326-328 South Third street.
traveling
salesman
for
,Sutherthe
Her Third Birthday.
which arrived today.
grounds; Truth at all places and at
apply
to recruiting ofgeer, New Rich.
In
Police
Medicine
coMpany
Court.
land
with
terriROOM
FOR
JefferRENT
at 1-26Mie.s May Thompson received Fri-We give you better carriage and all timee. The entire club will meet
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Two offenders faced Police Judge son street. Old phone 1241.5.
day afternoon from 3 to 6 in honor tory in West Virginia.
better service for the money than together, and each section will have
of her third birthday, at the home of
GET OUT of the wet. Joys won't
Mr. Otes McCaughlin, of Mt. Ver- D. A. Cross this morning. Charles
TELEPHONE 203 for nice bundled
is given by any transfer company in different games and exercises,one secbe so ,easy to get next year. We can
hei grandmother, Mrs. Heath, on non. Ill., has arrived in the city to Haspin was fined $1 and costs for beJobnston-Denker Coal Co.
America. Fine carriages for special tion working while the other two
ing drunk and John Hale, Colored,
mie
Trimble street. Light refreshments real
d s.s
CLOTHES cleaned, pressed, re- use [00. Highest wages; steady emoccasions on short notice; also ele- rest. A flue time is planned for the
fined $5 and costs for acting in a diswere served. Those present were:
ployment guaranteed, Transportation
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
spent
the
who
Mary Gregory.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co club, and also a profitable time. The
orderly
manner.
Misses Beulah Morrison, Helen Turn- winter with Mrs. 3. F. liarth, 330
WHITE NURSE wanted at 1622 advanced to machinists having first-If you haven't time to go home reds will have exercises for strength.
class references. We positively make
Jefferson,
to lunch, try Whitehead's 25 cent the whites those for grace, 4eld the bull, Amy Turnbull, Corinne McGuire North Ninth street, will leave WedMarriage Licenses.
Elide McGuire, Edith Epperheimer. nesday for Madisonville. where sate
no charge in any way, manner. shape
dinner. Polite service.
blues appropriate drills.
FOR HET-An apartment
its or form
A. M. Holt to Catharine M. Lind,
for securing jobs for machinThe club will organize the first Carmel Sexton, Nellie Kerner, Lucile will visit a week.' Then she will re-Mr. Roy L. Prayther, ticket
Moore
fiats.
Apply
Gio7
Sixth.
North
Coulson, Masters Marion Kettenger, turn here for a week before going to set..
ists. Address with references. The
agent at the legion passenger station, Saturday, anri on that morning all Joe
Thomas, Raymond West, Earl Yazoo City. Miss., for a visit on her
FOR heating and stovewood ring National Metal Trade Association,
is on duty today. He will be checked children under the age of 16 will be
Morrison, Mrs. Kettler. Mrs. Sexton, way to her home at Sherman-, Texas.
437 F. Levin.
Cineinnati, Ohio,
Notice.
admitted
to
the
grounds
free. Every
in 'immediately by Traveling Auditor
Miss Mabel Epperheimer, Miss Thomp Miss Gregory during her stay in this
All members of Jersey ramp No
FOR D1tY WOOD, Old
Phone
S. J. Lawshe, of the Louisville divis- boy and girl in Paducah should be at son
received many remembrances of city has made many friends that re- 10, W. 0. W., are hereby notified to 2361.
RAILROAD NEWS.
ion. Mr. Prayther has been on his the pavilion Sattucias morning to the
day.
meet at their hall, 1429 South Third
gret to see her leave.
Join
the
"Red,
White
Fireman F. D. Newson, of the T.
and
Blue
ChauFOR RENT-Cettage $8
per
annual vacation.
•
tauqua club."
Miss Pearl 'McKee, of De Seta, Mo., street, Sunday morning at 9 o'clock mouth. Apply 441 South Sixth.
C., has returned after a visit In Nash--Wedding invitations, annonnceCommonwealth's Attorney John G. arrived today to be the guest of Miss to' take part in the unveiling ceretitle.
ariceCmEALs
at all hours, Buchments and every character of enLovett, of Bentop, is in the city.
India Lang, during commencement monies at Sunny Side at .2:3e p. at anan's 219
Fireman Milt Leroy is ill and off
MARSHALL
COUNTY.
,
Kentucky avenue.
graved work is given careful, perConveyance will leave the hal
Dr. C:arence Milam will arrive to- week.
duty.
In the examination for teachers.
sonal attention at the Sus Job office.
FOR
strawberries
NICE
and
chermorrow from Philadelphia, where he
Mrs C. Fowlkes. of Dyersburg. promptly at le o'clock. Fare for th
Engineer J. G. Beeler has gone to
--Place your orders for wedding there were 54 applicants and 10 to is studying
dentistry. He will spend Tenn., arrived today to be the guest round trip will be twenty-five cents ries phone 2673.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to visit friends
ceived
first-class
'certificates,
sec22
Invitations at home. The Sun
Is
WANTED-Position as collector and relatives,
the summer with his mother and of her mother, Mrs. C. H. Hawkins, Both Groves of W. C. are respectful
showing as great an assortment as ond-class and 5 third-class. Seven- aunt,
Mrs. Milam and Miss Mary 930 Clay street, for several days.
ly invited to take part. George R and solicitor. Address J, care Sun,
Fireman
M. Toone is on duty
teen
failed
to
pass.
you will find anywhere, aft prices
Starr,
Mr. W. Y, Griffith. the dairyman. Broadfoot, Clerk.
FARM HAM" WANTED- May- again after a brief illness.
At the commencement exercises
much lower than feu will have to
field road, Eden's hiliBernard Krooss,
Mr. Ben Griffin yesterday returned is precariously ill at his home In
Engineers Robert and E. L. Bean
of the University of Louisville medipay elsewhere.
Henry Kolb. Jr., the little eight- R. F. D. No. 1. Phone 905.
from the Hopkineville school to Rowlandtown
are
off duty on account of illness in
cal
department,
held at the Mary
-The Woman's Missionary sospend the summer vacation.
Miss Edith Sherrill is now remit& year-old son of Mr. Henry Kolb, of
YOU CAN get nice bundled kind-- their family.
ciety of the First Baptist church will Anderson theater on Friday night,
Mesdames Daisy Winfrey and Pau- ered out of Clanger from her serious 1806 Broad street, who was injured ling at Johnston-Denker Coal compaEngineer F. L. Duke Is ill and off
meet with the, Mite society Friday L. L. Washburn, a Marshall county line
severely Thursday morning by fall- ny. Telephone 203.
Pitmate of Mayfield, will arrive Inners.
duty.
boy,
graduated
was
the
with
honor
afternodn at 3 o'clock in the lecture
today to visit Mrs. Arch T. SutherMies Clara Scott, of Fourth and ing front a street car, is reported by
Mr. Tom Hart, the well known I.
FOR. RENT- Third
floor over
room. The postor, Rev.C.M.Thompson of his class and he has been awarded land.
Broadway.
Harrison
of
streets, went to Wickliffe. his physicians as doing nicely. He is Frank Just's barber shop. 117
C. tinner, is wearing a bandage about
N.
4th
will address the meeting. All the the internship at the Louisville city
Miss Lillian hosier, of Poplar Bluff, Ky., today to visit' friends and rela- pronounced out of danger and stead- St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post
his neck and suffering from a badly
Office,
ladies of the chinch are requested to hospital. After serving his Intern- Mo., has
ily improving,
arrived to spend the sum- tives.
lacerated throat as a result of a fishship,
Dr.
Washburn
will
return
to
BUCHANAN'S
open
Restaurant
be present.
mer with her grandparents, Colonel
Mrs. John
U. Robinson, of the
ing expedition Thursday. He was as-Children's day, at Tenth street Marshall county to locate permanent- and Mrs. K. C. Rose,
The colored teachers took the ex- Jay and night, 219 Kentucky ave- sisting in reducing
Cochran Apartments, returned today
of
South
Third
the supply of
nue.
Christian church. All members of ly
amination
this
afternoon
at 2 o'clock.
street.
from a visit to her sister in Clarkscooked fish, and in his haste suffered
Tenth Street Christian church Bible
During the past year they have been
Mr. Perry
WANTED--A elite cook, good a large fish bone to lodge in his
Malone, formerly a dale, Miss.
Mr. and mrs. ince williams went newspaper man of this city,
school are urged to be present tomorMiss Garnett Buckner. of Paducah, studying Maceitirry'e "Special Meth- wages paid. 115 South Seventh throat.
passed
row morning at 9:30 o'clock. Bring to Nashville this morning to visit.
street.
through Paducah this morning en who has been attending school in ods in Geography and Language."
_
your mission boxes and contributions
-------Brown county, O., arrives tomorrow
WHEN in- a hurry, go to BuchanMr. G. II. Runt an atm wife, formwith you. A full attendance is deCity Clerk Henry Bailey issued an's restaurant,
on a /short visit to her sister, Mrs.
219 Kentucky ate- erly of this city, but who have residTHE QUESTION OBVIOUS.
sired. Invite your friends.
Herman Nettleroth.-Louisville Post. during May 14 burial permits eight ntle, for your lunch.
ed In Mime Fla., have returned to
being colored,
FOR RENT--A six-room cottage, 1-10 iT V to rPstde.
Attention. K. of P.
419 Monroe. Modern conveniences.
You are requested to be at the CasApply to 233 Notth Fourth.
tle hall of Paducah Lodge No. 26.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EXFOR -AIX-Handsome mission
Knights of Pythias. tomorrow (Sunbuffet, Owner leaving the city.
CURSION BULLETIN.
10
at
1907.
June
2,
morning,
*rill Sale of 100-Piece Gelman China
dny 1
Phone 103.
o'clock sharp, for the purpose of atDinner Sets, Regular Pike $22.
I GASOLINE LAUNCH for hire to
tending services in memory of s our
small parties. Licensed operator. New
deceised brothers. Services will be
phone 314; old phone 2840.
Now Only $15.98
held at Trimble Street' M. E church
1 79oR RENT - Newly decorated
at 11 o'clock,
:apartments. Modern improvements.
R. L. PALMER. C. C.
Last October we placed an import
Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
A. S. BARKSDALE, K. R. S.
order for some very handsome 100-

8ki/lips

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

o.

IN THE COURTS

TackleHart
If L want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.

Jtere Xews for

2iondaq

Hart 8ells the Chocest
FIRM TACKLE

50e a lord

Immo)

At a price .that U
can afford to tackle.

l

B. & G. CLUB

The rods,reeds,lines,hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait buckets
are all exceedingly desirable late productions--- the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

I.

411

r.

NOAH'S ARK

•••••

p'ece German China Dinner sets,
to be delivered this °riming fall,
b it through a plistake on the part
of the foreignNfactorers they
were shiprei itum
ately and just
came in a day or two ago. Arriving at this time, such a shipment
overstocks us a went deal and, when
the circumstances were explained,
the manufacturer agreed to give us
a substantial price reduction of
which we are going to give you the
benefit. We bought then) to sell
for $22, but until we get the stock
down to normal again the price will
be only $15 PS
These sets come In four different
floral decorations, lined with gold,
and all of them dainty as can te,
['hey are first quality, medium
weight German . China, perfectly
viazed-Alfferent from the kind you
°Mild ordinarily buy for the same
money because the dee4ratIons are
under the glaze and won't waith off.
it..-”ember, the price is
$15

Riverside Hospital.
Patiehts Received City
Private
Discharged
City
Private
Deaths-City
Private
Patients June 1City
Private
Total

39

Brown (who recognises a friend In mitless•e): "Hello, old ,noon;
'cross t"

901,10

SHORT ORDER a specialty at
Page's reseaurant, 119 South Third
street.

lit

28

.19
1
4

4

11

.
Burial Permits.
Mr. Noah English, fireman In eon.
patty No. 4, at Tenth and :lone ,
streets, was operated on for append:
citis last night, at Riverside hospital
‘
-and Is doing well. He became ill 64,
Pm-al- days ago RDA last night his ease
was diagnosed as appendicitis, 11.
was taken from his. home to the hospital early in the evening.

98

NOAH'S
ARK
BROADWAY

!SHOP I
CAPS
2cents

-Mr. John Dinpie has resigned
his position with F. N, Gardner. Jr..
company, on account of III health and
will leave shoot July 1 for Dawson
Springs. If he is not benefited there
he will go weet.

MONDAY
As has been announced, for
a time wp will sell Shop Caps
for TWO CENTS on Mondays only. Come'in any time
Monday and get one of these
caps. Only one cap sold to
each customer.

fi/t aietife>/i4
inslabIlothooll 1111114.

FOR SALE-Or !t•atle for buggy
horse, Bay mare heavy in foal. Copeand' stable. 419 Jefferson street.
/TO
THE BEST sandwiates.chile
and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2
South Third street.
1
FORR PINT=Ski; h rep-room cottage.' 1100 South Fourth street. APply to S. A. 11111, 11,02 South Fourth
or telephone 964.
•
FOR
R
-RW-----Cottage.
Adams
street, between Fourth and Fifth.
Modern improvements. Apply 438 S.
Sixth. Ring 2791.
ONIii OF THE prettiWit--inTaiTi-ei:
istered stallions for service is at Blederman's farm on the Mayfield road.
He has to be seen to be appreciated.
THREE . BEAUTIFUL Furnished
front rooms for rent, separate, or
two or three together, completely
arranged for light housekeeping. All
etelviencaa, 226 North Ninth street.
LEAD ALL end fellow ^one. For
honest work and honest prices. Is
burnout, saddles end repair work.'
etc., call at Paducah Harness and'.
Saddle company, 201 Kentucky avenue.,

I

The following reduced rate,
are announced:
Los Angeles, Cal.-Electric
Medical Association, June Stli
to 15th: limit August ;list
Round trip, $60.50.
Saratoga Springs,
Knights
Templar -$26.
July 2nd to 7th inclusive
good returning unsil July le.
with privilege of extension
until July 24. upon pitmen,
of
$1
extra.
Through
Opener from Paducah to Bur
fairy
Philadelphia-II. P O. E.-82-Loon, July 11th to 14th In
elusive, good returning until
July 23rd 'with privilege of
extension until
July
31st
Through eleeper from Padu
cah.

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or 'Union 1)epot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt Oh, Ticket Cfree
R.K.PRAT HER,
Agent I ',lion note,.

aairiiitreemee;e,r4-aiae
alt
•
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a
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The Commonwealth Paid in Full FREAK STRIKES IN

CITY OF CHICAGO

osesinamsado'

4

St'1E14IS

EV1114 liA1,0‘11.2424.'
Thu Patel tierai and Its Its-tardy Noe
Fact* *of Science.

_

It is the rarest thing in the world
for a man -to be necessarily bald. No
man whose hair is not dead at the
roots, need be bald_lf be will use
Why Some Workingman and Newbro's Herpicide, the
new scalp
antiseptic. Herpicide deal rce s the
VS on ea Go Out
germ that cuts the hair off at the
root: and cleans the scalp of danNo matter when death occurs. the COMSIONWEALTR
druff and leaves it in a perfectly
pa's its Industrial Policies PROMPTLY and IN FULL: (ither.
Report Gets Up a List of Odd Labor heathy condition. Mr. Mannett, In
itoinpanies pay only one-half if insured diet; within one year from
the Maryland Block, Butte, Mont.,
Situations awl causes for
was entirely bald. In less than a
Idecontent.
date of policy. Read what Mr. Varble says:
month Herpicide had removed the
LOUISVILLE, KY., May '24tb, 1907.
enemies of hair growth, and nature
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INS. CO.,
did its work by covering his head
Louisville, Ky.
ALL IN
THE
WINDY
CITY. with thick hair an inch long, and in
Gentlemen:- I received today your check for One Hundred Dollars
six weeks he had a normal suit
of
($100 00) in settlement et the el urn which I had against your
hair, Sold by leading druggists.
Company under Policy No. 2707* Issued on the life llf my wife, rattle
Two sizes, 50 cents and
E.
$1.00.
Chicago, June 1—Any wideawake Send 10e. In stamps
Varble, who died May 23 I, and 1 assure you that I appreci
for sample to
ate very
labor
union
wishing to be strictly up The Herpicide Co., Detroit,
much your prompt. and courteous treatment. and heartily recomm
Mich. W.
end
to date should start a "freak" strike B. McPherson, Special Agent.
to all those desiring Industrial insurance to take it to the COMMO
NA canvass yesterday showed no leas
WEALTH, as their policies are, in every way, the most liberal,
espethan six "wage struggles" of this Brick company. There
are a dozen
cially in regard to placing their policies in FULL IMMED
IATE
class in progress ,in Chicago. The or more small engines
in the brickBENEFIT where all policies issued by other Industrial Compan
situation means idleness for almost yards, used to furnish
ies are
power for fans.
only in one half Immediate benefit, and although my wife was only
900 men and six Chinese puzzles for To run one of
inthese engines requires
sured in November, I received the full amount of the policy.
employers and labor leaders.
the services of only one man. He
Respectfully yours.
Today "freak strike' No. 7 prob- shovels coal, and at
the same time
(Signed):
ably
will be called. It Will be a gen- manipulates the levers
LEONA RD N. VA RBL E, Beneficiary.
and gauges.
eral walkout at the new plant being Nobody, not even
ALL INDUSTRIAL POLICIES FULLY PAID EP AT AGE 73.
the company, Can
erected for Montgomery Ward er Co. tell whether he
is a fireman or an enWrite a postai card I, W. D. Ashley. Superintendent of Inditeat Chicago avenue and the
river. gineer.
trial Department, Faith, Building, Shah and Broadway, Paducah,
Ky.,
More than 2,500 men will lay down
arid an agent will be glad it, Call and explain fully the many exclusi
The only "freak" strike called reve
their tools because nobody can defeatures of tatellIoN W EA'LT H Insurance. You do not I Arligate sourcently which did not "take effect"
termin
e
which
of
the
twelve
unions
any
way
In
by taking it oxer.
was one which the federation of lahas the "right" to cut 450,00.0 holes,
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Savings Bank.
bor practically ordered a week ago
more or less, in the foundation and
against a south 'side
amusement
walls of the building,
park. Theoretically no union men
Semite of the Strike Puzzles.
are working
the place, which is
The hole "issue" is a fair sample of
on the "unfair" list. As a matter of
causes which are making "freak"
fact, several hundred of them are
strikes epidemic. Here are some other
308
employed there.
labor puzzles that are responsible for
Chestnut
The eederation took up the grievL ouisville,Ky, existing industrial disturbances:
ance of the waiters, who showed that
Who
should
build
a door in a union men
J. D. POWERS, Prem.; JUDGE MATT O'DOHERTV, First Vice
of this occupation were
house, a carpenter or a woodworker?
Prem.; DARWIN W. JOHNSON, See, and Treas.; Int J. W. GUEST
being refused work at the park.
,
Is the setting of a screw in a belt
Medical Director; GRFaiORY & NICHENIa, Gen'l. Counsel;
Union painters, carpenters, electricJ. M.
shaft the work of a machinist or an
QUINN, Manager of Agencies, LOUIS G. RUSSELL, Manage
r inians, teamsters and laborers were
elevator constructor?
duectr
Department.
satisfied with their wages and hours,
Has a marble setter the right to
but were advised to quit They acspread cement on the back of a slab'
cepted the advice, but returned to
of marble?
work next morning. The waiters,
It a non-union waiter is carrying
however, say they are satisfied,
Pipe Opium.
cent, of morphine, while crude opium beer in a summer garden
, should al
Very few seem to understand that for drug purposes-is not allowed
to be union painter work in his place?
the Chinese smoking opium, whieh Is Imported unless it shows
at least 9
Is a man who runs a "donkey" enraised in India and China, is an en- per cent, of morphine
when tested.'gine an engineer or a fireman?
tirely different article from the opium —New York Times.
Door; Cause Eight Walkouts.
Annual Address—The Rev. J. W. nese of garrisons
to fall to arms by George Ranger, a nickna
of the drug market. That comes -alme suggestThe controversy over the making
ateket, Nashville, Tenn.
paying surprise visits.
most wholly from_ .Turkey. though
ed by his office of Ranger of Richof
'1 can gt
doors
Awardi
has
resulte
ng
dioloma
d
this,
eight
in
s,
small
anyhow
." averred
there is a little from Persia, too.
Her
Royal
Shynes
s is the nickname mond park.
the 'unsuccessful statesman: "I went strikes in this city. Probably there FROM
COLORED
COMMON
which the queen of Norway, who is
Smyrna is the center of the trade. Into
SCHOOL 'AT MAYFIELD.
One of the strangest nicknames
polities with clear convictinos!"'will be as many more ordered this
The duty on Turkish opium is only
even better known as
Princess possessed by the king's intimate
"I see," murmured the other man. "Week, since carfienters and wood$1 a pound, while that on the opiuni
Charles of Denmark, bestowed upon friends
A Dutiful Wife.
Is that of the Marquis de Sov"And you eouldn't find' a buyer for workers have now determined to "set
of Chinatown is $6 a pound. That 'em."—
her sister the Duchess of Fife, on ac- eral,
tie" speedily the door question.
who, for some reason no one
Chicago Tribune.
would be suffisieut to prohibit much
Elaborate Arrangements For Comcount
of her very retiring disposition. seems able
which has been a source of disturbto explain, is known as
inwortat ion. %asides. the smoking
memenumt Exercises Three
The Queen of Norway herself was alA man knows a lot of things ances four years.
Blue Monkey. Very appropriate is
variety is of very inferior strength.
ways known to her relatives and most
Days Next Week,
when a fight is over that he didn't
the...Berne of-Pocket Adonis, which we
Among the buildings on which
yielding not more than 4 or 5 per
Intimate friends as Harry. Almost believe
know ellen it began.
work is being delayed because of the
the king himself bestowed on
up to the time of her marriage PrinLord Buehan. It was his majesty,
"freak" door strike is the Illinois
cess Henry of Battenberg was called too,
Athletic club. Not only were the carwho nicknamed Lord
RibblesMayfield, Ky., Tune 1---(Special)
Baby with the royal family circle
dale The Ancestor, because of the oldpenters called out, but the union is- —The third
annual commencement
Pussett was Queen Victoria's nickfashioned style of dress his lordship
sued an order. forbidding any mem- of the commo
n school department
name for the late Empress Frederick, favors.
ber to work on material manufactur- (colored) will
take place next week,
and Attie for the late Duke of SaxeThe marquis of 'Londonderry
ed by the firm which furnished the the following
is
receiving diplomas:
Coburg; and during the latter part almost
invariably referred to in the
doors in dispute. This affected sev- Jamie Harris,
valedictor1an: Laura
nf hte long life the late Duke of Cam- briefes
t of fiehtons as C. though
eral hundred men.
Mercer, Annie Senters, Martha Keys,
bridge was familiarly referred to as
that is hardly any briefer.
So' bitter has this fight grown in Mundo Cochran
and Walser McCutchthe last few days that one official of eon, salutatorian.
faill$11111110111111111111111111111111111111111HHOle
the woodworkers' union, it is said,
The - annual baccalaureate sermon
has obtained the protection of de- will
be preached tomorrow by the
tectives from Central police station
Rev. J. W. Million. at Fairview Bapguard
to
against a possible attack by tist church.
Monday night class exmembers of the rival union.
ercises will be held.
Two Men and Hoy Involved.
Tuesday night graduating exercisMi.. Cannlug—Did you speed all that
The strike over the "screw" mat- es will
be heal at St. James, A. M. E.
tuotary I gave you Mrs morning
ter is in progress at the Commercial church,
-the Rev. J. W. Lecket, of
Mrs. Cunning—Yes. ruy dear. If I'd
National bank building, Adams and Nashville,
delivering the addreses
;pent only part of it I would have had
Clark 'streets. It involves only two
The program is:
to wait at the bargain eouuter for my
men and a boy, but the contractors
Class motto, "Not for Man Alone,
:grange, and then I wouldu't have been
have found it impossible to install But for God."
tome in time for dinner.
any elevator machinery until the prob
Hallelujah, God the Highest—Anbon is "settled." A peculiar feature them.
of this strike Is the fact that two
The Smiths had invited the minisInvocation—Rev, M. S. IlIcCauley.
sets of employers are taking sides
ter to dinner. As the last course was
The Lord's Prayer—sAnthem.
with the respective unions and urgSalutatory—We are Your Stara— reached little Willie, who had been
closely watching the guest, almost
ing them to "stand pat."
Waker McCutcheon.
In the same building several thouThe Angels of Buena Vista—Mar- continually through the 'meal, looked
over at him once more and said:
sand marble slabs are lying centered tha Keys.
with dust because the Associated
"You haven't changed a bit since
Hail Festal Day—Anthem,
'Building Trades cannot decide wit:
I Am Known by What I Have you started eating, have you, Mr.
of two unions should apply the ce- Dane— Myrtle Cochra
Curtis?"
n.
ment necessary to fix them in place.
If We Knew--Laura Mercer.
"Why, no;" laughed the minister.
The cement workers' union says no
Only a Dream—Anthem.
"Why do you ask that question?"
.•••••
workman may handle cement except
7 •
Conscience—A Future Judgment
"Because." blurted Willie, confusmembers of that organization. Mar- —Annie Seaters.
ed by the pairs of eyes focused on
ble setters assert they should be the
Solo—Just Across the Bridge of him,
4.• .'!4'V7‘.11‘
:gr"V7
"because I heard pa tell ma
(
.447 40111
,01:
1
,
1
only ones allowed to touch marble Ceokl- --Miss Pearl Rowlett.
you'd make a big hog of yourself as
after it reaches a building.
Valedictory—Not for Man Alone, soon as
you got your eye on the
Engineer or Fireman—Whieh?
-hut for God—Jamie Harris,
corned beef and cabbage."
BoheAn
unusually
Chorus Caat1e2--Anthern.
puzzling strike.
mian.
which has been in progress for sevWe have secured another Tracy story for our
readers
eral months. is that called by the firemen in the yards of the National

$100
Policy in Force Six Months

-

Physicians agree that Belvedere Bea
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.

The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form.

Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal dr'nk
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

Commonwealth
Life Ins. CO.

i

, Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

•

SIX GRADUATE

f
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Try a

Nicknames of Royalty Interest
Many Not Intimate With History

The King of Diamonds
BY LOUIS TRACY
Author qf "The Wings of The Morning,- " The
Pillar of Light," de.
ILLUSTRATED BY BERGER

•

This, like many of the hest stories you have
ever read,
begins with a boy. Philip Anson's mother,
to whom he
Is devoted, dies in poverty leaving her
boy of fifteen
alone in the world.
Just when he has determined to commit
suicide he
comes into the possession of dianintols of
fabulous value
in such a strange manner that they seem
to be sent from
heaven the gift of his mother.'
To secure his vast wealth In spite of
enemies and
the persecution of the law is a problem that
would tax
older and wiser heads.
But the stare in their el41r!IPR fought
for Philip.
Ms adventures in his new position Slinko
a story of extreme fascination—even if a high born
little Italy had
not appeared to him in his poverty to fill
his sent with a
vision which he carried until it beeeine
a reality.

We will not ask you to read this story. We
are going
to publish the first chapter in a few days. If
you can
refrain from reading it or stop when you
have begun
you will be a greater wonder than Philip's
fortune

There is scarcely .a,meniber of our desaen
ding the gangway.
royal family who has not got at least
The czar- is still referred to as
one nickname, says London Tit-Bits.
Nicky. the name given him when be
while some have answered to many. was
quite a boy. The late king of
It Is said that even King Edward Denmar
k was commonly called the
himself is often referred to by the Father,
just as King Francis Joseph
nickname of Edrex, very obviously is known
as Fattier Francis, and King
'derived from the familiar "Edward Leopold
, of Belgium, has for many
Rex." As a boy and a young man. years suffere
d patiently under the unhowever, his majesty
was always flattering destination of the
Kin%
eslled by the pet name of Berlin,' with a
nose.
and for a long time prior to his sueThe Little Signor as a pickname is
cession to the throne he was general- made to
fit the king of Italy, whose
ly called '"the Guv'nor" by the prin- father, the
late king, was referred to
ces and princesses, and it in hardly as Don
Moustachio on account of his
likely that he raised any objeetion. Immense
mustache, a notable feature
inasmuch as be himself has liberal- o
tefnhis
t. father, and one which the presity bestowed nicknames upon his most ent king
has inherited to some ex'intimate friends.
Probably the German emperor posAt one time in his frolicsome boysettees more nicknames than
any hood the Prince of Wale* was known
other living monarch, though he may to the royal
family and his fellow
Is the easiest, to operate, the most not be aware of the fact: indeed, his midshipmen at Sprats, and at a later
various feats and
accomplishments period he had the nickna
durable and economical no the
me of The
market. The automatic oiler is a suggest so many new nicknames that [ Pickle forced
upon him. For a brief
strong feature arid it has many it would be dIfficrila to keep count
of rferiod after his return from his long
other points you will like. Each them
a Willie, Ajax, Freder- tour around the colonies, howeve
engine is guaranteed by the manu- ick the Gondol
r, he
Greatest and the Captain are was often referre
facturers, largest concern of its
d to as The Alarm,
a
few
nickna
of
the
mes
most
frekind In the world. Call at 407 S.
in conatuntence of his famous "Wake
quently applied to- him, the latter'
Third street and see them.
Eagland." speech delivered at
having been suggested lmy the tam - the Guildhall,
which reminds one
one cartoon in 'Punch, which repre- that
the German emperor was given
sebted, his majesty as the captain of the same
nickname at a time when he
a spat watching Bisnatirtit, the pilot, made
a practice of testing the readi•

GAS STOVE
You will never
regret it.

i

l
I

This Gasolioe Engine

The Sun Will Start This Story Thursday L. L. NELSON

-..-.411141.•4011111•1001••••••••.
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The Paducah Light & Pour Co,
(Jeremy's-at

)

,
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TITE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

LARK'S

great spirit, whose simplicity and
•
naturalness was akin to their own
,country's absence of self-conscious.!less, and believing, as wa are told
!he)- dc, that W aiatington knew ofi
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
their veneration.
People should be more and more careOutside the tomb there was still-I SCI'vfMER DISCOUNT NOW OIL POSITIONS secured or aloNXY BACK
ful, as age advances, to see that their
bowels move regularly. In this way they nese aria reepect, and doubtless a
can keep themselves in good health and feeling of regret that our natures do
prolong life. The bowels are not as ac- not let us show such tender respect
0 BUSIN
U
tivein middle-life and old age as they to memories we cherish profoundly. canaapar
ati.d.) ala aaaa.itaa. is year., success. Adana
,
:
are in youth, and with the majority there, A woman said she
was toad by anAmebae of -The Master Mummer.Prince of Sin ners.—Mysterious P.
is a tendency to constipation of a chronie
JNO.
IlICAFGHON.
F.
Pres.
other woman that Kurokl "was the
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"Why,
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certainly
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Dr.
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not
Caldwell's Syrup Pepcave-right. IS, 1904 by LJTTLE. IBROWN. and COMPANY.
SMALL AS A PILL
sin, the great herb laxative compound, more than five feet four inches tall,
..das
It. is especially suited to the %lee of elderly pee
but he has a face of fate incarnate,
EASIER TO TAKE
•
becapse it Is prompt but gentle in actloo,•
TWO slalom give relief, and ono be:
and does'its work without griping or weakening. and I'd not he afraid to go to the
4
as Is the case with sults, purgative waters and
Will cure any ordinary case of Kidcathar tic tablets. These should not be used by gates of hell if ha commanded the
(Continued From Yesterday.)
children,
women, old folks or weak people be- expedition."—From a page made in
ley or blearier trouble. Removes
Most noted waters and baths in America
declared.
cause they are too violentin action and generally
gripe. Furthermore. the results ate temporary, a diary.
THE IDEAL FAMILY 1211,8012T
',ravel, cures Diabetes.
Phyllis laughed softly.
Seminal
as reaction seta in and the bowels are bound up
CHAPTER XXXV11.
"Weal." she Raid, "I do not think that more than ever.
Electric lighted, Steam netted, Capacity tio0 guests.
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
A remedy like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
PENCER, whose recovery dur- I shall amend my ideals for the sake of very
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
gentle in action and yet thoroughly effec.'
BATHS—Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
Sive, and as it contains tonic properties. It
ing the last few days had been the Vie nute de. Bergillac."
the Kidneys and Bladder in
both
strengthens the system instead of weakening it. l
A \I I ll\I ENTS—Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
"Tell me child," she Raid. "You mean, The
as rapid as the first developresults are permanent because gradual, and
Men anfl women. Sold at 50 cents
Fishing.
ment of his indisposition, had then, that of the two -your Enelish many can in•short time do away with the use per box .on the no cure no pay basis
of all laxatives. It will cure the' most, chronic
Continued From Page Three.)
Special Low Ratei Wog Scuts Si 11•7. Rangel Ansa Trip Rates ol 111cmcs Ceara Animal
just changed for dinner and was light- Sir George Duncombe and Henri that constipation,
dyspepsia, liver trouble, biliousk'or Pamphlet and lattes Acid tsa
by McPaerson's Drug store, Fourta lng a "cigarette d'appertif"
Dens, flatulency, sour stomach. week stomach.
when, you wotald prefer Sir George?"
Wasting, drowsiness after eating awl such other
Kebb, who, are attending the U. C. V.
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu- without waiting to be announced, the
Phyllis looked at her with twinkling stomach.
NIE3:12CKE 131208., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS. 1Y.
liver and bowel troubles.
To prove bow effective it is in serious cases reunion at Itishmond, Va,
sah, or sent by nail upon receipt of Vleomte de Bergillac entered the room. eyes.
the experience of Mr. armscrons of became! Miss Sophia
"You would really like to know?" she In.,
Kirkland will leave
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louis- Spencer, with lightning-like intuition,
can be cited. He suffered from a gunshot
wound during the Civil War which caused a par- next week for HelLeboro, 0.. where
asked.
knew that his time was come.
ville. liar
tial paralysis of the bowels and he has had ever
"Yes."
"Off with your coat, man, and get
since to use a laxative. He says he never found she will attend e house party at the
anything so effective or which worked so near home of Miss Edith Smith, Miss
-air George Duncombe—influitely."
Can be enjoyed in sate delight
your code books out. I ant going to
nature. Sa Dr. CaldWell'a Syrup Pereira
Stranger (watching a big row in give you the most sensational
Tr,
on the SIMI STILAP.ISHIP
The marquise seemed to have recov- It and 3ou will say
story
the same. The price is 60 Smith is a sister of Mrs. David Cady
a village inn, to the landlord)— which has ,ever appeared in your pa- ered her good spirits.
cents or II a bottle at any druggist.
Wright and was an attractive visitor
OR COMFORT, REST AN 'PLEASURE
"Well, they are all going for each per:" he eiclaimed. "Only remember
"Come, little one," she said, "you
It offers en tanequalled opportunity
here last winter.
Those wishing to
other pretty freely, except that big this--it must appear tomorrow morn- lose color in the house. I will take
well's Syruo Pepsin
buy- I
trybefore
Dr.Clittl.
lest Class Only-Paeaenger Service Exclusively
'Mr. J. W. Payne, superintendent
ing can have a free sample Dottie sent to tiler home by
Modern omicron& electriel,phtins;_au eiest int boat contemn! Tor i m iplta
fellow; he lets every one hit him ing. I am arranging for the French you for a drive."
aoMer sing the company. This offer into DrOM that the of the public schools at La Molle,
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•ho travel et,t,t These $.111.
fen.
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papers to have it. Yours shall be the
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Duluth ant all lantern and
brother.
na for Deli-Mt.,
Mr.
E. G.
who have never taken it. Send for it If you hive any
about
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Canadian ra4nta. 1,4*
Weckend Tr pa for ltuaiews trf
Landlord—"Oh, he wants to be only English journal. Glance through
Andrew, conmeions that he was being symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest Payne, of the Paducah High school
For I orrow. Booklet. &nit It.neervationa.. addrom
Mori
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
_tak
e%
mayor this year, so he doesn't want these sheets. They contain the story followed, sat down outside a cafe on
7
105. REROL/HEIII, B. P. A. Mendota Steamship Co.. Chicago
1
folks. A guartrileras Permanent home cure. Tat faculty, at hie apartments in the Em/41
,,,,,,,,
aase,,,,,, ArYV./A, Ardir
to fall out with anyone."—Fliegende of Tarfaire Poyntona"
his way homeward and bade his guide PUBLIC VERDiCT: "No Laxative Se Good rotSin pire flats. He will remain for comas OFT CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This widest
Biatter.
Spencer was master of the gist of leave him for a little time. Instantly bears punts
mencement week.
guArantee No. 17, Waseingtoa, 0. Oa, .
the thing in a very few moments. His there was the soft rustle of feminine
PEPSIN SYRUP • CO.
Miss Alice Compton will spend the
10'7 Caldwell Bldg., Illentleello, III.
skirts by his side, and a woman seated
It's time to stand from under when eyes were bright with excitement.
-atterner with relatives in Orange,
"Who guarantees this?" he' asked herself on the next chair.
N. J., and will visit Mrs. Leffert L.
the, man who knows it all starts to
quickly.
"aIonetieur has not been up to the
!Buck at Hastings-on-the-Hudson, N.
you
tell
all he knows.
"My uncle has signed It" Henri de Cafe Montmartre lately."
Y. She will be a guest at the BurBergillac answered, 'sand at the bottom
Pelham turned -his head. It was the
nett-Horner wedding in Louisville on
Delia try to bully the office boy.
of the page there you will see a still young lady from Vienna.
In no 11', en route to New Jersey.
more distinguished signature. You un"No," be answered. "I have not
Miss Madge Grigsby, of Louisville.
derstnnd Taffaire Poynton' now? It Is been there singe I had the pleasure of
will arrive Wednesday to visit Min music under Sherwood,
who has a
very simple. That English boy actual- seeing mademoleelle.a
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech has returned
ATTENDS OPEN MEETING RV C.IIR Caroline Evans and Miss Ora V.
ly witnessed_ a meeting between the
summer studio there. Miss Newell from an extended trip to Egypt,
Standard now) fcr West.
"alousienr has discovered all that he
PENTERS AT COURT HOUSE.
Leigh at 1435 Broadway. Miss
Gonorrhea and Runnings
czar and the emperor and turns up in wanted to know?"
will reopen her studio here in the- Palestine and portions
of Europe.
Grigsby formerly lived in Paducah.
IN 48 HOURS. Cures KidMies, with a loose sheet of a treaty
He
autumn and already has a large class Mrs. Leeah sailed early in February
nodded
wearily.
a
little
ney and Bladder Troubles.
where
she
wide
has
circle
a
friends
of
between the two relative to an attack
"Yes, I think so."
enrolled.
and was with a party of friends from
She ts a delightful musician and has
upon England. Our people got bold of
She drew her chair quite close to his. Unionism and the Present Strike
Mrs, John J. Saunders and son, Montreal, Canada. Her trip was a
an attractive personality.
tiii Arl9 WOMEN lam at the Cafe Montmartre, and we The sable of her turban- hat almost
Diecussed From Standpoint of
;I:Itros
f'se !lig RI for tin natura
Mrs. -M. E.Talion, of Berkley, Cal., John J. Saunders. Jr., will arrive on very charming one, Egypt being espedimharges,lallanimationt have hidden him away ever since. Our brushed his cheek, and the perfume
I.It dam.
Strikers.
friends,
Ciaatamewl
the
Germans.
wheaseemed
irritations or ulcerstion.
visited her daughter, Miss Eleanor Thursday to visa her parents, Mr. cially beautiful. At Alexandria she
to ,Of the violets at her bosom was strong
set ntrosict•ry.
mucous membrsase
have had some suspicions about him. In
Peewit'. r......pla ofPainiesa,
Trezevant, at 1717 Monroe street, the and Mrs. M. B. Nash, at their apart- arrived just ton minutes after the
and sot saint
nostrils.
his
at FMARECIMisuCe. gout or ponemous.
have filled the city with spies, but
first of the week. Mrs. Talton Is en ment in the Sans Solid. and join her Mines Rieke had left. Mrs. Leech
(To Be Continued.)
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sister, Mrs. John W. Sykes, of Hope, visited her brother in Montreal before
the
from
first
have
we
kept
them
off
a al.
or..s(ps
ut in plain wra..
Fully four hundred people attend- route to Monteagle, Tenn., for the
Ark., and Mrs. Franklin Leavitt, of returning home.
the scent. We had a little difficulty in
,
by euteresa. Preetsid. lo
ed the mass .meeting held last night summer, be t will return in August -for
.44, or I Uwe
St. Louis. who are visiting here. " Miss Addle Byrd will arrive home
convincing our friends, your country
at the court house under the auspices a longer visit.' Miss Trezevant inpeople, but we managed to borrow a
Brownsville, Tenn..
vited a few of her friends on Mon- Mr. and Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr., June ts from
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
of the Carpenters' ninon.
of Memphis, will also, arrive the --am- where she has been teaching
few papers from the German ambasFor the complete cure of Coughs, CoPts.
at the
day
afternoon to meet her mother.
President Roy Morgan, of the loIT. LOUIS AND TENN'S:SEEN
sador while be was staying at a coun- Asthma. and Brorichitis snit all Lung csming week for the Nash family re- Normal college. Mrs. W. M.
Alexplaints tending to C snstnuption. Llvorwert. cal Carpenters' union. spoke
Mrs. LelTert Lefferts Buck returned union, but
first.
RIVER PACKET COAIPAN) try house in England. wiach were suf- Tar
will be the guests of Mrs. ander, of Lexington, Miss., is expectand Wild Ch•rry have for ages maintained an mitablished reputation as• standard and was followed by Mr. J. W. Adams to her homo at Hastings on-the-Had- Nash's sister,
ficient."
Mrs.
David
Lindsay
ed the following week to visit her
Remedy. It contains no opium or harm- of St. Louis, general organizer
of the son, N. Y., this week after a pleasant Van Culin, at the Scott fiats, BroadSpencer was alrealy writing. His rough
ful drug can be given with safety to children.
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Byrd,
Carpenters' union. Mr. Morgan's visit to her sisters, Mrs. Elbridge
coat lay on the floor where he had Price 5( 00. Sold by Alves' ft List.
way and Seventh streets.
1044 Trimble street.
Williams Nee Co., Props.. Cleveland,0.
talk was short, a clear statement of Palmer, and Miss Frances; Gould, at
thrown it.
what the carpenters asked and why "The Ferns." Mrs. Painter and Miss
"Don't go for a monlent. De Berellthey asked it.
Gould and Master Elbridge Patine-Inc," be said. "I want to ask you a few
The Kentucky Colonel.
things. I can talk and code at the
County Attorney Alben Barkley will leave this month to spend the
'Recently a Washingtonian in consame time. What about Miss Poyn- versation with "011ie" James, the made a short talk.
summer with Mrs. Buck and other
ton?"
Mr. J. D. Wood, of Central City, relatives in the east.
gigantic and genial congressman from
"Weal. we bad to take care of her. Kentucky,
.certain inquiries president of the State Federation of
Miss Anna Bird Stewart, of Cintoo," De Bergillac sad. "Of course all with reference to a mutual friend Labor, followed Attorney Markley, cinnati, is the guest of Miss
Ora V.
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee Rives her Inquiries over
here would have led whom he had not seen for a number making an eloquent speech on union- Leigh at 143S Broadway. Miss StewEvery Wednesday at 4 p. m.
to uothlang, but ihey knew about her at of years-----a Col.- P. of the state men- ism in general.
art is winsome and gracious and has
I. W. WRIGHT,
Master the English embassy, so we walked her tioned, says Lippincott's Magazine.
Mr. H. L. Cook, of (tincinrutti, gen- a host of friends in Paducah, where
ROBINSON,
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Ceeris off from the Cafe Montmartre arms ,
"And how does my ould friend, the eral organizer of the Carpenters' she formerly held the chair of EngThis company is not responsible night and took her to a friend of mine, Colonel, spend his decline years?" union, explained the necessity of. in- lish literature In the Paducah High
the
Marquise
de
St.
We
Ethol.
told
for invoice charges unless collet-tea
asked the Washingtonian.
creased wages to carpenters.
school faculty. She has come for
her a little of the truth and a little,
"Beautifully, sir; beautifully," anThe Rev. Peter Fields, pastor of commencement week.
the boat
by tl
I'm afraid. which WAR an exaggeraswered James. "He has a fine farm, the Third Street Methodist church,
Miss Virginia Newell will leave the
not,. Anyhow we kept her quiet, and
sir. And a string of trotters, sir concluded the speaking with a sport
last of next week for Paris, Tenn..
we gat her to go to England for Us
And a barrel of whisky sixteen years address in which he declared himself
and Brownsville. Tenn., where she
with Toquet. They bad a very narrow
old, and a wife of,the same age, sir." In sympathy'with unionism and wishMove down at Runton. by the bye."
will visit her sister, Mrs. 'Richard
ing
the union carpenters success In Dunlap,
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
"After this." Spencer said, with a
and parents the Rev. and
their efforts.
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smile, "the secret service people propMrs. T. J. Newell. It is possible that
KENTUCKY.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
er will bare to look to their laurels. It
'Miss Newell will later in theo sumHave you overworked your nervous
look Binding, Bank Work. Leg* is a triumph
Lake Ethel—"Mamma, aon't peo- mer go to Lake Chautauqua
for the amateur's."
to study
sytem and caused trouble with your ple ever get punished'
for telling the
and Library Work a specialty.
The vicornte twirled his tiny black
kidneys and bladder?
Have
you truth?"
'mustache.
pains in loins, side, beak, groins and
Mamma—"No, dear. Why do you
"Yee," be said. "we have justified bladder? Have you a flabby
apourselves.
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Little Ethel—"Cause I just tooked
though:"
the eyes? If so, Williams' Kidney
"M. Limiter.
Pills will cure you—at Druggists. the last three tarts in the pantry and
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*, Mfg. Co., Prot.., Cleve- Cleveland plain Dealer.
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"It was an affair of a million francs." NN'illl
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the vicornte said. "I hope he has got
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The only school for
The Lodger--"Is that all the soap day?" "Splendid. There wasn't
Spencer resumed his work.
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women
in the State
"The baron a traitor!" he exclaimed. there Is in this room."
owned sad controlled by
hitch." "I'm glad to hear that. Did
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot
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"Where is he?"
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the new-made bride look very hapeducatios of young women
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ENTRITHING NEW -Three story prew
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If the Germane paid him a million
ed beck biathlons, furnished complete through.
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knew of it the moment be came to
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Another Step in the Onward March to Superiority

Invoc.ation-The Rev. R. E. PearPratt...am Fills

2ioneq=Javing
`One Acur 6a1e
6aturdaq 'fight
7:30 to 3:30
trail
"f :fist of 2ioneg
Javers With
•
the Unknown Jpecial to it'e
Added Zest to the `event
Saturday night at 7:30 to
8:30 we are going to have
another one of those advertising special One Hour
Sales on the following items:
Now we have explained
to you our object in having
these special sales and why
we could cut prices so, for
th is one hour---we just
charge what we lose up to
advertising and you get the
benefit, provided you attend
the sale, and we suppose
you do.
Come early this Saturday
night, for we are going to
have another UNKNOWN
SPECIAL---as good if not
better than the one last
Saturday night ($1.50 silk
or lisle gloves for 75c). If
you didn't get a pair you
just lost 75c on this one
item by not coming down.
Now don't lose again.

Week

From Sunday

eon.

Solo-"The Angel's Serenade" (Braga)---Mrs.
s. Julie. Bowden.
Merning to Friday Night With .- (Braga)-Mr
sermon--The Rev.
peepriete Exercises end Iteetonlons George W. Robinson.
Solo-"A Dream of Paradise" to lumbers of the Class of '07.
(Gray)-Dr. W. H. Nelson.
(Mozart.)
Benediction.
•
--NAMES OF THOSE GRADUATka).
Colored Class Day.
E are constantly adding My goods, new faciliWednesday evening at
Burk's
Chapel:
ties and Imporvements oy all descriptions.
Invocation.
WEEK'S PROGRAM.
Our aim is to make this slot e a place you will be
Chorus-."Sweet and Low."-PriSunday nitirning, June 2, Baccalaureate see mot, at Broadway Metho- mazy pupils of Garfield and Lincoln.
proud
to bring your.friends; a place where you can
Instrumented solo-Fate Marable.
dist church. the Re,. W. T. Rolling.
Class poem--Seberlia Grubbs.
get whatever you desire in Dry Goods, Ready-toMnodoY t"‘ ening, freshmen reeep.
Duet-Seberlia Grubbs and Ellietani to seniors.
Wear, Carpets and Draperies. No matter how large
Tuesday evening, sophomore and ra McFadden.
Oration-Presentation of Spadejunior reeeptkat.
or how limited your income. We cater to the masses.
Wednesday evening, Clam day ex- Harvey Vick.
Oration - Acceptanceercises, (his,
Gracie
,of '07.
We take pleasure in announcing that we have added to
Thursday evening, Commencement Hughlett.
•Junior class yell.
exercises.
our Muslin Underwear Depar tment the famous
Class song-Written by Elnora
Friday evening
Alu
I banquet
McFadden.
and reception to Class of '07.
Chorus---"The Heavens Are 'Fellas
ing -Advanced papils of Garfield
and Lincoln.
Si boo} closed Friday for the year,
Benediction.
This Underwear has many distinctive features. It Comthe first half of next week being tabines usefulness, smoothness of tit, beauty of design and workken up with examinations in the'l
manship. Fits au stnoothly over the figure that it materially
Colored Commencement,
grades and commencement. There are' Friday
evening at Kentucky thealessens outer dress measurements and accentuates the waistline.
14 white graduates and 11 colored ter:
graduates.
LA GRECQUE TAILORED UNDERWEAR'
lit wok-On...testra.
made in
Commencement week is inaugugraduated sizes so each wearer gets just the garment to tit her
lnvocation-The Rev. W. S. Barated tomorrow with the baccalaure- ker.
individual figure.
ate sermon at the Broadway MethoMusic-Orchestra.
dist church in. the morning by the
Every seam doubled and sewed flat, making it soft, pliable,
Salutatory-"Nature, the Source of
Rev. W. T. Bolting.
easily laundered and unstretchable.
Poetic Inspiration"-Julia E. Reid.
Duet-Cheerfulness'- (Gumbert)
There are no bands and gathering strings to increase the
-Fannie and Bessie Williams.
"De Nehilo Nihil Fit."
measure-no bunching or wrinkling at waistline and hips
waist
Following are the class of '07 and
Class History-Luella E. Ligon.
to spoil the tit of a gown or add uncomfortable warmth. Every
the High school facility:
Double quartette-"Moonlight Will
line is carefully shaped and weft defined, giving the wearer that
Annabel Acker, Henry Overby Ail- Come Again"-(Thompson.)
Stiapely chic Style and dressy comfort dear to every wornan's
Glass Prophecy-Royal W. Grubbs.
een, Essie Belle Blacknall, Clark Allen Bondurant, Frances Cole Clark.
Soto- "Carmena"- (Wilson) heart. Their extraordinary durability is such that they will
Jessie Oloys, Robert G. Fisher, Rob- Fannie C. Williams.
outwear ordinary garments.
Valedictory-"The
ert Mockbee Bailey, Ethel Mae HawInfluence
of
The cuts are of actual photographs, showing exactly what
kins. Ford Brent Janes, Vera Swaim, Literature as it Relates to Virtue"Johnston, India Gary bang, Jesse Bell John W. Hawkins.
the garments look like and how they will tit your figure, whether
Nichols, David Yeiser, Jr.
Quartette and Chorus-"0, ReStout or thin.
The faculty are: Professor E. lieve Me!" (From "La SomnambitIt costs very little more than other underwear and iSchea per
George Payne, principal; Miss Adah la")-Luella Ligon, Elttora McFadthan you can make it yourself.
L. Brazelton, Miss Marian N. Noble. den, Geneva Jordan, Seberlia Grubbs,
Miss Ernestine Alms, Miss Sue E. Fate Marable, Harvey Vick, Royal
Smith, Professor C. B. Shrieves, Pro- Grubbs, John Hawkins.
DRY CiOODS &
CARPET'S
Atharesal-"The True Purpose of
fessor C. A. Norvell.
The Class day exercises are :n An Educatkin"-Nannie H. Burcharge of Miss Anna Byrd Stewart, of roughs, of Louisville.
l
i
rlfES7'012.X
Double qua
Cincinnati.
ar MSP.LOPLID
te--"Night Shades
The commencement program at Are Falling."
-The Store for Style and Economy."
t
Presentation of Honorary Certifithe Kentucky theater Thursday night
is:
cates--Prof.
Hibbs.
Music-Deal's Orchestra.
Presentation of Grammar CertiftInvocation--The Rev. S. B. Moore. cates-Prof. George W. Jackson.
.111160.00111"0. OullItiztiaatr ‘.41112
"
114101111104
111% stlir="41164110 'Nsuillta2'91193, Petlf0244,11.60
Song-"Blow Soft Winds"--Class
"Hallelujah Chorus"-(Handel.)
Awarding of diplomas to graduates
of '07.
Salutatory-"Facing the Future" -Dr. Anthony List, president of the by the Dunbar.
The Dunbar will ar- to that packet. The Kentucky will Vernon will continue rising
during
board of education.
-J. Bell Nichols.
rive Sunday and go to the Ohio river leave this evening at G o'clock for the next 36
hours. At Paducah and
Firs.
Address- "Traits of Character
after a trip of corn for Nashville. the Tennessee river.
Cah'o no material change during the
Music.
Among the Maeses"-Colonel G. W.
Returning the Dunbar will leave here
The Jim Duffy, Jr., went to the next 24 hours.
"So:diers Chorus"-(Gounod.)
Bain.
Tuesday for Nashville.
Cumberland river this morning after
The Tennessee ironi Florence
Song-"Merry June."
Benediction-The Rev. George W.
to
The W'. T. Hardison will be on the ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie company. below Johnsonville
Valedictory--"The Master Mind" Robinson.
will rise during
was
Busies
for
good
ways
the
ten
Dick
days
or
longer
for
repairs.
the
next 24 hours.
-Miss Annabel Acker.
The New Era showboat towed by Fowler in the Cairo trade today.
Presentation of diplomas-A. List.
The Misslissippi from belga,
St.
The
Wheeler
Joe
will
arrive
the
from
Mary
Stewart
will leave Sunday
ribsomillor
president of the school board.
Louis to slightly above Cairo,
will
or Monday for the upper Ohio river Chattanooga .Sunday night and lay
Benediction-- The Rev. J.
R.
rise during the next 21 hours.
after having spent several
weeks over until Tuesday noon before reHenry.
The . Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
turning.
T
here for repairs at the ways.
probably fall during the next 24
The John Hopkins was the packet
City of Saltillo will arrive hours.
Freshmen Beceluion.
*Nei
4i4a.44e4S 44sei
in the Evensville trade today and the from Rt. Louis Sunday or Monday
The following attractive program
Joe Fowler will arrive Sunday to lay morning on her way to the Tennessee
will be rendered at the Freshman
River Stages.
"Never," answered Senator Sorover until Monday. s
river.
lass reception on Monday evening at Cairo
22.9 0.3 rise
ghum. "A single vote is of no
conEarly
this
morning
the
wharfboat
the High school auditorium:
Chattanooga
sequence these days. You've got
4.5 0.1 rise
to
was heavily loaded with freight for
Piano duet -Miss Adah Brazelton Cincinnati
Official Forecasts.
contract to deliver them in bunches."
20.4 0.2 fall
the Kentucky and wagons ran all day
The Ohio at Evaneville and Mt. -Washingto
and Will Reddick.
Evansville
15.2 1.2 rise
n Star.
Vocal solo-Miss Ethel Sights.
Florence
4.0 0.7 rise
Vocal solo--Miss Caroline Ham.
Johnsonville
6.5 0.6 fall
Vocal solo-Richard Scott.
Louisville
8.2 41.1 rise
Piano and violin duet-Misses Eliz- Mt. Carmel
8.0 0.1 rise
abeth and Dixie Hale.
Nashville
10.4 1.4 rise
Vocal solo---Mrs. James Weille.
Pittsburg
3.8 0.9 fall
Special prices this week. Oak
Vocal solo- Mists Mamie Dryfuss. St. Louis
14.7 'J.2 fall
boards as
Piano duet-Misses Mary Wheeler Mt. Vernon
13.9 0.6 rise
and Julia Dabney.
Paducah
13:3 0.4 rise
Vocal solo-Robert Fisher.
Recitation--Miss Brooks Smith.
Heavy rains scattered over a wide
Vocal solo-Mr. J. W. Payne of La area may
he expected to send the
Moile, Ill.
rivers up. The river here rose .4 In
Piano solo--Miss Newell.
the last 24 hours under the stimulaPiano duet-Misses
Thixton end tion
of .36 inches of rainfall. On
Smith.
June 1 last year the stage was 6.4
and rising.
Business at the river
COLORE11 SCHOOLS
today was rushing.
!Railroad boys wOuld be humbled
Baccalauteate sermon, Wanthingten
afternoon, to see the sight at the Paducah dry
Street church, Sunday
docks today. An engine, their beloved
June 2.
t.rieneld school, vitiating exerriaesi. steel horse, te boasted motor of coinDon't buy a refrigeraWashington Stiedt cliurch„ Ylonday meree, is being transported by river
from Shawneetown to Brookport We
night.
tor until you have exClas. Day Even+(es, Iturk's Chap- wish President Roosevelt could see
amined our
this triumph of river traffic. The
el, Wednesday Mgtit.
l'iatimencement Exercises, Rentue- Commercial club should have it towed
innocently past Vfre-President Fair
ky theater, Friday night.
Are just the thing for
Alumni banquet, Odd Fellows' Hall, banks on his Tennessee river trip.
The sight of the railroads being carFriday night.
hot weather; cool and
ried easily on the breast of the rivcomfortable. We have
This year's class of the colored ers would be impressive. And the
schools has 11 members, John Wil- engine sitting on 111 roomy barge
with cork tilled walls,
them from
liam Hawkins Is the valedictorian, shows off all the more advantageous
aod we both will make
and Julia Estelle Reid the salutato- ly for the river.
rian.
In sending the invergese to the
money.
William Ohio river after ilea, the Ayer-Lord
The clue is: Royal
Grubbs, Beanie Lorena Williasos, Tie company is opening up a new
Geneva Loretta Jordan, Harvey Os- field for the local harbor. Ties alcar Vick, Elnora McFadden, John ways have been gotten out of the
Hawkins, Seberlia
William
Eva Ohio river Mit they were shipped
Grubbs!, Fate (Milford Marable, 1.11- through Golconda and other points
.11a Ethel tattoo. Julia Estelle Reid, by rail. They will now be brought
Range like cut with high
Fannie Carter Williams.
through Paducah, that Is all that can
George W. Jackson, principal; Cal- not he !hipped by rail, and the outLarge arm oak Mission
closet, six holes, extra heavy;
le Emery. Maggie Merchant. Mettle put In the future will be too great
Rockers, weathered I Complete line of all regular $35.00 value
anderson, Uhseee Kivel,Minnie Hale, for the railroad'''. The inverneem will
Rena Tanner. Ida Baker.
finish. Regular $5 value, grades. Sec our extra
leave in a day or two,
•
The Enos Taylor arrived yesterday
strong woven wire cots
as long as they last
Baccalaureate.
afternoon from Shawneetown
with
Barealaureate sermon to the erad- tile derrick boat Merril' F. Burns
Small payment down, balance
iating class of Lincoln High school, and two barges. The derrick boat
$1.00 per week,
Washington St Baptist church, to- and a barge are now out on the docks
morrow afternoon at 3 ,o'clock.
for repairs The 'trios Taylor will go
Organ
voluntary-- Baccalaureate to firookport Monday with the railprocession.
road engine.
Furniture
"Yliseters"--1Verd I. 1
The Georgia Lee arrived at noon
Polish
Scripture reading--Rev. J. W. today on fine time from Cincinnati,
Hawkrne.
and left in a few hours for MemPhis
Solo--'The Cross Of Cavalry°
OnfY one trip will be made in the
Mc and 25c
(Goaami.)--Mrs. Airs Thomas.
Cumblsrland river, trade next week

We Aim to Make This Store
the Pride of Paducah People

La Grecque Tailored Underwear

067

49c

10 pieces of Crepe de Chine, all colors,
our regular 75c seller;
special at

49c

Another lot of Foot Stools just received;
25 placed on sale in this special, lan
regular 50 and 75c sellers, at.
UlJb
10 pieces of 36 inch grey Summer
Suiting., our regular 18c
seller; special at

12;c

20 pieces of Di es, Lawns-a most desirable selection of patterns, ncw and
fresh, but arc going to sell special R A
for
10 pieces Printed Stripe Madras Cloth,
just the thing for waists, dresses or
shirts, our regular 20c value,
for this hour at

10c

5 dozen Linon Shirtwaists, 5 different
pmerns; our regular $1.50
value, at

98c

Unknown 6pecial

ES

RIVER NEWS

SI DEBOARDS

72x90 good quality bleached
seamed Sheets; special at

BICYCLES
$14.98 UP

?,

no

1

North Star

Steel Ranges

$1.98 up

Special
*2.98

Woven Wire and
Canvas Cots

$1.00 Per Week

At $1.50

LEAVES&SONS'

416
Broadway

4.1

*

.

•

A

lesielwawsmosi-

011,„

Reed Rockers

$27.50

?fa Ykone 'Orders'
`dharges at Aese !Prices

I.

44

